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CF..APTER I
I,

INTftODUC'!'ION

One of the main pz•ojeets of the Stockton Unified School
Dhtrict Ourvioulum Council during the past two years hu been
to evaluate and review possible courses to be taught on a trial
basis in the curriculums of the Stockton Senior High Schools.
One suah course, "World of Art," was x•eoommended and
·· approved by the Ourr•iaulum Council to be initiated as a trial
offel'ing fol' no later than 1960.

The "World of Art" course was

originally intended to be a one semester course open to junior
and senior students in secondary sehool.

Although the course

was intended to be a one semester oourse in art appreciation,
it was designed primarily to bring to interested and

academi~

cally able students an awareness of the art values in personal
and community life.

The emphasis of such a course was the

development of an understanding of art forms and the artists'
materials of the pr•es1mt day in relation to the art:tstia
heritage of our times.

I

~

The Stockton Unified School District Ourriaulurn Council

and Steering Oorumittsa fer Art Education have granted
sion to extend tho

11 World

p$rmis~

of Art" course from a one semester

course to a full year course if a proper syllabus and survey

ot possible problems that would arise in the actual course
\ could be worked out.
~~

---l

\·,

I

!

2

'!'he Curriculum Oouneil, after an analysis of related
literature dealing with a:t>t appreciation throughout the
school$ in the United States, t'elt that the pr•inciple aim of
the newly

p:t>op<;~sed

ooul:'se should be to bring to the attention

of senior high school students the most a:Lgnit'icant develop•

menta in the creative arts.
Review

.2! related literature. StQtistics fx•om the

latest enrollment l:'eports in secondary schools ot' California
illustrate that of the 539 high aohool!il (389 tour ...year high
schools, 145 senior high schools, and nine eleventh and
twelfth year high sehools) only 26 offer any type of art
appreciation course.

In the 26 schools there is an enroll•

ment of 1;:1>84 students in art appreciation oou!'IHHI.

Only 12

high schools 1n the state teach a pure art history type of
course.

These classes enroll 240 students.

Therefore. it

can be stated that as of Oetober 31, 1959, only 1,624 out of
729.667 high school students in the stat;e were being

,

:l.ntro~

dueed to the fine arts through art appreciation or art history

'

-;

COUl'SEIS • l

~

----'\

Nevertheless, for somEI time interested history and art
teachers have :felt the need for art appreciation courses

laureau of Secondary Education, "1956-57 High School
Enrollments, Grades !i) Through 12, 11 { Saoi'amento: California
State Department of Education, Division of Instruetion), P• 2.
__

,

dealing with manta creative ideas· throughout 1;1he ages in the
fine arts. 2

Many educators have hoped that a baa:l.o apprecia-

tion course could be established in the cmvrieulum that would
be in every sense introductory; that would de;t':l.ne the various

approachea· to ax•t while outlining the different envil•omnents

and problems man has had to deal with.:::. A't various times
school diortriots have sought ·to

intl~oduoe

into cwrioulums

courses of appreciation, but in many instances. lack of
available teaching staff, material, and motu1ly prevented its
inolusion.4
Today more and more teaehcr·s feel that the ul timtlte
aim of local secondary school ed.ucation is to develop a
complete and well..!'ounded personality. Many feel 'that an
art aaucation program in terms :1:!' aesthetic courses can
contribute to this goal by making ·the student realize that
he can (1) observe and react sharply; (2) that he can
develop memory and imagination; (3) that he can exercise
judgment and discrimination; (4) that he can express
ideas courageousl-y and logically; (5) that; he can create
vdth powers and v1$ion.6

2Luise Kainz and Ol.ive HiJ.eYt EXJlloring Art (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947)t P• 1i.
--5Ibid., P• iv.
4t.nonymous, Art Education '.L'oda:[ 1 £~5:1;.•52 1 . "The Secondary
School Program 1 11 (NeW'!orin Bureau of Pub cations • Tea cherat
College, Columbia Univ0rsity, 1953~ P• 4.
Pibid., P• 5.

4

Art appreciation touches the life of the student at a
time when he is most recapti va, most sans:!. ti va, and. most alert.
A strong, wall•balancad, interesting art appreciation program
has possibilities fol' becoming a powerful and educative force
in the student•s l:Lfa. 6

Kainlil and Hiley maintain that Hmited efforts have been
made by teachers to equip their students to meet their respon•
sibilities in the v1orld by introducing art appreciation at
various stages in their own classroom work.

They believe that

through a brief introduction to art eppl'EHliation a student can
be aided in attaining full mental, sp:l.J?itual, and aesthetic
growth.

Through art appreciation, the indiv:!.dual becomes an

integral part of the community in the sensa that this ideal
member of the community is both constructive and saleotive.7
He ai thor oraata.s,

Ql'

he recognizes llasthet:!.cally fine axpx•es•

sion and rejects that which is only fashionable or sensational.
The belief has bean that through art appreciation, whether in
li'l'litad dosages or a i'ull•yaar coursa 1 the individual learns

to appreciate art in all its

fox~s

and to recognize art as a

fo!'ca which has !llways shaped the lives and destinies of

Gviotor Lowenfald and :Kenneth Fl(littel, A Validation !tJ.
Criteria .2£. Groativ1ty;. Presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Association of Colleges tor
Teachers Education, Conrad lUlton, Chicago, Illinois, February
!nter~Disciplinar;y

21, 1958• PP• 7 ...8.

7Ka1nz, ~· cit., P• v.

5

mankind. 8
Rosabell MacDonald feels that in the relatively brief
time sinqe its inception, the art appreciation program has

traveled a lonB road with remarkable speed •. Once the days of
dl'awing for all students were over, the ooncept of art nppre•

ciation developed rapidly into a force with many posdbilit:l.es
and implications.

~·eaohers

the familial' paths and

aNl

and students have deserted some of

:t'inding new onas.

They have become

explorers rather than w;re followet•s of the path and are
seeking new goals~ new and more arabitious destinations • 9

The 11:l.ma of art appreciation cowsEHl to be :l.noluded :l.n
aecondary school o.url"ioulums are 1 ( l) to aid ths student
in thedevelopme:nt o:!' a complete and rounded personality;
(l?) to equip him. fov active, full pa:rticipation in the
life of the community; and (3) to foster in him a love of
aX't, and to make him sensitive in all .its forms.lO
8tat0mr:mt

SJt. th2 ;eroblam. '.Che p1•oblem appears

t;o be in

the absenoe of a:x>t appreciation courses in the senior high
.llohools and thus a need exists for the actual ei>eation oi' such
a course with its nooessary investigation of methods, materials,

and in:f'ormative knowledge.
'

.

eO:urA...netl"i\"1
011l" Qy<~,.~>IJ

'f:'1'

M~

.i

v"l

!! f\
"',A -u.t..,l! ~~~.t~ppJ..LC~\iJ..OUI$

Q~
.!.

'r

~- .... ~--1n.- 1')~-'IY!.A.lJ-v\.l.act
.l.-'::,,~..,u..., ... v
""""

..M-OV;J.:.u.,.,.;~.6

the Improvement lilt Teaching in the El!lrly Elementary Gr11des ,'
Forty•ni.nth Yeal"book: Part I (Learning and Instruction) t
(Chicago; University of' Ohi.cago Press, 195~, PP• 268 ..270.
9nosa bell MacDonald, Art !!! Education, (New York:
Holt and Oompany • 1941), p. 0075,

l~ainll$, £!£• a:l.t., P• v ..

1

•f:';Q
--

Henry

6

With many high school students leaving school and going
into various fields ot employment without any introduction
to the posaibilitica of a richer l.ife thl'OU£!;h the fine ·
arts and with the students that do continue with their
education being limited to art appreoiat:ton programs in
the eollesea that are rapidly becoming stereotyped, rigid
and stl'ained because of the lack'of time, apace, m.oney,
and qualified teachers 1 the need is evident to use modern
teaching methods through the :presentation of a new eour1H1
of study in art app:reoiation to meet the needs of those
interested and academically able students in the seniox•
high schools.ll

Specifically. the objectives of this study are:

1.

To :rejusti:l.'y the apparent need tor rn•t appi'eciQ·tion
courses in the Stockton Senior High School today.

2.

'l'o create and establish a tents·hive or experimental
outline plan for a year course in ·t;he Stockton
Senior High Schools as t•eoommendad by ·che Stockton
Unifiad School District Curriculum Council.

5.

To develop examples of unit methods of instruction

to:r the art appreciation course that will help

thE~

the student achieve an awareness of past !:U'ld p:resent

day philosophies,

t1~enda,

techniques, and methods

of work in the areas of painting, music, architac•

tut•a • soupture, co!llllluni ty pletnning, indus trial
design, and

adv~n,t:l.a:tng

art,

To analyze and investigate the possible difficulties
that could arise as the actual
being taught.

OOllrse

itself is

:.,;

-

7

lh

Payehol.ogical problems of ·tne students.

b.

Counseling !and guiding studonts in terms ot
artistic vocations.
Testing ar1d measuring aptitudes and aohieve:merit

c.

in al't appreciation.
Just:t:rieat:l.o!'l of

.!:b.!

probJ.em.

Unceasing efforts are

being made by educators to equip students to meet th<>i!'
responsibilities in the world.

In education, than, a 1.mifi,ed

plan ....a plan which deals with all of man and ·;tot vrith some
sections of him at e time, sho<•ld be desigv 10•
lar spot in the secondtu•y school. pEl:riod

:1

At no pa:t>ticu-

there time to

eoncenti!'ate merely on business training, vocational training,

High school students are
individuals; they ar•o also social beings.
they must play.

They must work,

They must change and grovt continuously.

They

iiU'a physical and emotional and mental in varying propo1•tions

and degrees.

They muat be exercised and used in all these ways

for a guarantee of g:ro-tJth, of cont,.n1.umce.

It is education Is

business to make a plan related to this human nature, to assist
it by keeping it well used and growing. 12 It would appear,
then, that the aeniOT high school ia the proper place in wl:dch
to bring to the futul'lf:l ei tizans an avmreneas of the ar·t values

:1.2Rosabell MacDonald, .22• S,ll., P• 15.

8

in

pel'sot.u~l

l'!.l;ld Qomrllllni.t;r life rand tht'ls to prep!;lre tnem in. as

intelligent manner u

pm~sible.~

AN ART APPRECIA'l'ION COURSE IN THE
tiiGH SCHOOl:. CURR!CtlLUM

I.

TEAOH!NG AWARENESS TO SF.f.fiOR HIGH SG!IOOL STUDENTS

It

aeGllll.'!

increasingly cleax• that the key to successful,

happy living ia full li\vtaren0slil ot one's self and his world.
)

'l:ode.y many senior high aohool students are 1nsens1tive 7 bore<l$
and fatigued.

It is aJ.most

as though these students wel:'EI

dead, because so rrwJ:ry of them are 13.ving <mly a trec"cian of
the l:tfe tl'la t is potentially within thellh 1
Why are some so fortunate as to be "ali ve 11 and some
not'r

I

'dere they horn that way. ox• is i t something they achieved

for themselves?
The very first step in a course of study fox• an art
appreciation oours!ll taught as an electiv0 for tenth) eleventh,
and tv1el:t'th grade students should he to devote plenty of time
to showing how s·tudents can prog:r•esn from simple,, ohildl:!.ke
awareness t;o dynam!e •

dowsomath:l.ng•about~i t

personal and oommun:l.'l;y life.

awa1•eness in their

A:J:'ter first impt•ov:tng this fao•

ul ty of l.lW&reness• tha second stop h

laying a founilation

aohieved t.bt•ottgh inM.v:l.dual investigfl'Cion so tl1a·t th0 students

,-

10

can go into detn11

conceJ:~ning

px•ostmt day and .past philosophies

and trends in the majQr .fields o:f fine artlll.

a meaning!'ul part o:f

theil~

Th:ts has ·t;o be

education or else they will miss a

truly f'uli'illingt enriching growth.

Observation and perception.

Observation simply 111eans

the act or taking notice• .. the rel$srding of certain things with
attention, whether in art app:t"eciation or in notura.

the beginning of' awa1•eness.

This is

It is not staring dreamil:y to

find and imitate the put. or pretty designs in the bark
I

patterns of trees.

'

all out inspection, which notes how an art example looks, how
it feels, its color variat:l.<ms :f'Pom top to bottom o1• in dif ..

!'orent 11gn·f:Js, its personality, its life force, eto.

It is per•

caiv1ng how it looks at more than one time; how it changes when
1 t is Pl'assurad or not; how it looks when i·t; is young or old
if it :l.s a growing thing; how it changes its char•aeter when

brought indoors or taken outdoors.

Observation and pex•aaption

in at•t appreciation means taking note of how a thing is made,

and how it is designed, and whether or not the student can
visuali:.:e. anything deeper than 1 ts facade.

If students per•

cei ve this thox•oughly, of' ten enong;b they can develop n
faculty of obsorvat:l.on and pereopt:l.cm th!ilt will beemne almost

:tnstant.aneous with the:m :l.n their daily life,

ThiS is done

i

ll

much more easily with natux•e's p1•oducts that are in existence
before the observer, than in ideas or products of the past,
but the teacher must try to make the past alive by awareness
thJ:>ough obse1•vat:ton and perception.
Insight and ynderstandinlb•

When high school students

have learnttd to see a thing in all its aspects, they can then
proceed to insight and understanding..

'Xhia again applies, not

only to nature, but to the wo;rld of al't as
help but notice t

'.fhey oan' t

'l'he;v begin to see things in b!illanee • oontin•

uity,. rhythm, and proportion.
color~

well~

They 011n sapa:r•ate Una. form,

texture, and space and bra ale them. down into the:l.:r

individual parts •

They oan also separate the arch:!. teotu:r•es, ,

paintings, and seulptures of. the eaveme:n.
l~gyptians.

Greeks, Romans, and

This can be done almost instinotively. whether

with people, places, or objects.

I:naginatil!>n, maniJ!Ulat:l.on, and

~!p:otic:l.pation.

After

students have developed a facility to really notice and observe
:l.n the "World of Art," they will not:Loe how one thing is better
in one context to another.
in their• daily living.

ideu they have learned..
histories.

'l'he reward from this oan be used

For now they oan bring together all the
They can better know their own

He:t>e is J;>eally the beginning of' taates ..•theb own

personal taste as opposl;!ld to imitation •.

12
The uses of awareness are many in thlll

course.

"~Jorld

ot Avt"

The simplest kind, observation, gives the students

the ability to fill every idle moment with something interesting.

It gives them something of a subject to think about

no matter where they are.

Also to achieve is the ability to

be entertained without the help of othe:t> people,.
The inter .. rela ti onshtp of things, begins to move from

the pus:tve to the utive in the mind.s .of the students.
Sen:!. or high

school girls and boys can connect ideas. ' .Stuchm·ta

see causes and etfectsl

Once students see the e:t':t'eet :!.dens

and objects have on oth0r ideas and objects, they have gradu..
nted into. tha creative

111t~ges

of awax•enass.

Both girls and boys choose, in a calculsting way,
whether to put the sliced tomatoes in a green dish or a
red dish# for they know they can be made to look mora
appetizing if they choose right. When they buy that new
rug 1 they know they must not choose a bright color for
it will show how faded the draperies are. Instead •
choosing a "faded" oolor for the :t'loor w:tll make the old
.furnishings look rioh instead of aged .2
So awareness, through the art appreciation developed :!.n
the nworld o:!:' Artn course, oe.n assist students in the filling
of their idle moments •

It ean help them assembJ.a with beauty

the objects they use daily, and it oan guide theil' purohuing

so that new possessions enhance the old.

2Elizabeth Go:ttdon. "Awm:•enel;ls, the Key to Whether You
Are Dead or Alive, 11 .gouse Beautiful, 101:42•43, January, 1959.
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This Pl'opo!fled course of study, an elective for senior
high school students, could ea.s11y be called

11 The

Arts and

Humanity in World Himtory, 11 because it is designed to be an

instrument .for general !ilducaticm in the f:l.nEI arts and humani•
ties.
'!he course seeks :eesponses from the students by obsel'V""
ing 1 studying, an.<l appreciating the actual creative art
act:i.vity.

Also, the course considers works of

sl"t, not only

as beautiful and therefore valuable, but; also as meaningful
human accomplishments.
'!'h<.il primlll'Y purposes and objectives stated and il1'1plied

in the eou:r>se !U'6:;
l.

To help the student develop his undeNl tanding,

awareneas. and app::;•ecil!ltio:n in tholl various eneoun•
ters of his e.veryday life, and, if poasi ble, to
relate it to world history.
2.

'I'o help

the student clarify and enlarge l<pon his

own art theory f.f he has any.
3.

To help him improve his methods of communication
through an enla:t•ged voea bulary of meaning.

4.

~o

help him become oriented to the world of art and

to suggest worthy goals for personal evaluation
taste.,

14

a.

To help him appreciate the o:raative examples of
the past so that an understantUng ot that which·

brings works of art into being is achieved •

.a.

To help him understand the philosophies of others
through th0 applioation of truth to materials•

7.

To help him realize hia human need for art, to

provide h:!m with a ni,Ullber of worthwhile and
memorable art experiences, and to suggest standards
for evaluation.

To achieve the primary aims of this oourse ~ the folloVIing

methods will he used;
1.

General discussions :i.n class, visU!ill aids,
tions$ round table

quest:!.on~answer

de:monstra~

periods. class

analyses pewiods, surveys in l'Ou:nd~table discussions

:i

to discuas students' research findings and to view
visual aid a •
2.

Two mid ..te:rm pl:'ojeots consisting of topical compos!•
tiona,

olt.~ss

notes, additional reading notes 1 line

composition and f'o:t'lll analyses, and piotures selected
fox• illustrative values •. Students will also have
opportunities to elabol'ate in fol'll1al statements thai!'
attitudes and concepts of what they undel'stsnd in
terms of contemporary n:rt in their own lite.

3.

Book l'epoz•ts will be aas:tgned ·on an imU. vidual basis.

. 15

4'•

Demonstrations and leetui•es will be scheduled :for
available visiting sculptors, avehi.tects 1 and
paintel'S•

Selected students fl'om College o:f' the

Pacific and Stockton College will be invited to
contribute as guests of the classo
5.

Field t:rips will be taken to galleries in San
Fl'l:~tloisco

for both painting and sc:IUlpture exhibits.

The local Haggin gallery will also be visited.

A.

Introduction to llll't• aesthetics, and meaning
1.

*2•

The nature of art and aesthetiu

a.

Definition ot art

b.

Dafinition of aesthetics

e.

Ol•iantation to art and aesthetics

d•

Beauty and meaning in art appreciation

Creative activity and the work ot art
P:l"imary e:reative activity

b.

The actual wo:vlt of tn•t
Inte~retina
...
' .....

creative notivitv
-

-

--

-·

-·-

-'1.1

~"'•opios that may be omitted beeaus!ll of' insufficient t:l:mli~o

l'l'his outline was composed using the following art history
books as. souroeta. Okrerney, Sheldon: A Ne~.~ World Histo*l of Art,
(New Yol:'k: The Viking Press, 1956). Gardnav. Helen: . AI' .· T'hrO'iiiih
the £gas. (rlareoul"t, Brace and Company, New Yo:rk, 1948.T F1!eming,
W!!l am~ Arts and !deaa. (New Yol'k.~c Henry l:lolt and Company, 1955. ))

lEi

B.

Awareness:
1.

2.

3~

*4•

The key to whether you are dead or alive

Observation and perception
a.

Meaning and definition

b..

Awareness in everyday l:l,ving

Insight and understanding
a.

1\!eaning and d&i'ini tion

b.

Awareness in everyday living

Imagination, manipulation, participation
a.

Meaning and definition

b.

.Awareness in everyday living

Ueview awareness:

'.t'he key to whether you are

C:ead or alive

c.

Art in the home• community, industry, religion
1.

Art in Amer•ican li:f'e
a.

Et:f'eots of the shift from hand to machine

production
b..

2•

Influence of EUJ:'opean culture

Art training 1'ol' eveeyone

a.

Creating an interest in everyday art in the
home, community, industry and religion
(l) The idea and oonoept of

balane~

(2) '.fhe idea and concept

ot proportion

(3) The idea anGI oonoept

ot l'hythm

>!l.l!opios that may be orni tted because of insu:f'fieient time.
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(4)

The idea and oonoept of emphaais

(5) '.rhe idea and eonoapt of harmony

*b•

I<'itnass and sui ta bill. ty ot art in the home
(l) Clothing selection

(2) F'lower lll'l'lmgement
(3) Home arranger11ent and furnishing
(4) Stage setting and

set designing

(5) Garden design
3.

A critical survey of art l'6SOUl'O$S in our

community
a..

The b:h•th of ool11ll!un1ty planning

b.

The need for a Stoekton project

e•

Gontemporal'y ooll'll'lluni ties in the United Sta tea:
The need

d•

Oontempor&l'if housing pro jeots in Stockton:

The need

{r-4.

th

Pal'ks and pal'kways in Stockton:

f•

The meaning of

g•

'.l;'ha weaning of community painting

h.

The :meaning .of ooll'll'llunity sculpture

oollllll~mity

The need

sl'Chi teoture

Conclusion, :t>eview, and sullllllary of azot in the
howa, community, industry, and religion

*D•

Importance of good taste

*Topios that may be owi tted because of insufficient tiwe •
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i~l.

*2•

i~3.

Good taste and the consumer
a.

F..nowing what to buy

b.

Knowing how to buy

e.

~he

nature of choice and selection

Judgment of good decorative design

a.

Definition of design

b.

Past, present, md future designs

Structural md decorative designs in furniture,
dreaa. home planning

II.

THE

a.

Solving an liu•t problem-•steps to be taken

h.

liow to know color

e.

How to choose color

<~1'4.

Choice as an EIX;prasaion of personal character•

,'}5.

Impcmta nee o:f' good ta ate

PROBLl~M

OF' SPAOE OnGAlHZ.II/l'ION:

DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND

DESIGl'i ELEMENTS

A.

The elements of form
l.

Line emphaa:l.s

13.

Light and dark emphasis

3.

Color emphasis

4.

Textu:re emphasis

6.

A:rea• mass and

VOJ.Uille

i:.Topics that may be omitted beeause of' insu:t':rioient tilllEh

J.9

B.

ifO.

!Il:o

The elements of balance, oont:l.nuity, space

1.

Various a:r>ah:l.teetural forms

:a.

Vlilr:!.ous sculptural i'ot'llls

s.

Various pictorial f'ot>ma

Review of fundamental pl'ineiples

GHEAT MEN !1~ ARTS:

THE S'l'OHY AND EXAMPLBS OF THE FINE

A.!1r3

IV.

PAXN'UNG~

A.

Q!LS 1 VM'!'EFICO:t.OR8 1 GOUACHE

Example$ uaing design of II
Principles and design elements

B.

Short, eone:l.se history of painting:

1.

Painters• lives

2..

Philosophies, purposes. :r>elat:ton to eontempora:ey
se~me

:s.

The schools of classification ... "'l'h$ .. isms 11

4.

Andyses in composition, dgnifiesnt form in
:l.mp:r>essionist, modern pn:l.ntings

*G •

5.

Pltu::e of the painter :ln soeiety today

e.

1\ev:l.evH

Which

V/8"j

will painting go now?

'.l?he bi:rth of a new vision
l.

Impressionism

2.

'.l?he two reactions
a•

Expressionist snd al•chitectur•al

*Topics may be omittElld because of

insufj~ieient

time.
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. 3.

4.

Fauvisnt

5.

Die J3ruoke

6•

Ex:pl:'EHIS ion !am

7•

Montmartre and rnontparnuse

e.

From Cubism to surrealism

9.

Heaetions ~ color and movemEmt

10,
V•

Post-Xmp.t'essionhm

a•

'l'h.e Blue Rider

b.

M!lgloal pa lnt:tng

o,

The Dada movement

d•

Stijl - Purism .. 'J.'he Bauhaus

e•

Surrealism

Heview

AROHI'l'EC'l'l.lliE IN OUR SOCil~TY

Jh

lil.

Brief history oi' a:t•ehi tectural eons truetion

1.

Post and lintel

2.

Arch. vault and dome

a.

Prefabrication and new materials

Oontempo.t'acy architecture and particularred work
1.

Sho1•t history of architecture:

Olassioal

revival

,

2.

Chicago' a OolUlll'bb.n E.x:posi tion ,. 1893

3.

Rieha1•dson, Hoot, and Sullivan

21
*4•. F'!'ank Lloyd Wright

o,.

'1~5.

ViTal ter G:t'opius

tH3.

Hiohal'd Neutra

<~17 •

LeCo:r>husier

'118..

Osol!!r l'liemeyel'

*9•

Alvar Aalto

;;J..o.

f!!iles Van Del? Hohe

'~<ll.

Eero Saarinen

i~l2 •

ll:ric Mendelsohn

*13.

Mmroel Bl'euer

The life and wo:t.'ks ot F'rank Lloyd Wl'ight:

Differ-

ences betweer1 the organic and international styles

ot architecture
<~}))•

How are hi tecture can be made beautiful at N1la ti vely

low cost for the indiv:Ldulill
<HI:.

Revi!i'w:

The futur'e of architecture in our community

VI • . SOUI,PTURE

A,

F'orms CJf sculpture
11

-~isms''

in lilOulptu:t>e

1.

The

2.

The mobile and A. Calder

a.

The meterials and prooess(i)S of' the sculptor

B. Sculptors todeJ
1.

Their work

2.

Their philosophies

-l:'.Popics that may be om:L ttad because of insufficient t:Lme.
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i!C.

Relation of sculpture to twentieth century exh!bi•

tion and individualized sculpture as against
community sculpture
1.

Oomm1.mi ty

paintingw~sculptwre;

Murals for

public buildings

2.

a.

l'unctions

b.

~·echniques

c.

P1•ooesses

Goulpture for public

buildin~s.

(:JO!ll!llercial and industri&\1

institutions,

b~:tildings

a., Functions

·:<D.

VII.

b.

Techniques

c.

Processes

Review;

Sculpture in everyday living around the home

PHOTOGHAPitY AND MO':t'ION PIC'.l.'U!lES

A"

*1'1.

The Clllllera and the film today
1.

J>h~::rbographie

2.

Color photogl•aphy

a.

Black and white photography

quality

Equipment and construction of the oamera

1.

The £11m

2.

'l'he lens

3. The iris
>f'l'op1oe that may be omitted because of insu.f.f'i.eient time.

c-

23.

0.

4.

The shutter

s.

Making a photograph
The :toea

b.

Taking the photograph

c.

DeveJ;oping the photograph

d.

Making the print

e.

Evaluating the print

:r.

Avenues of experimentation

Motion pi.ctul•es in our society
1.

Brief history of the cinema:

2.

All!Gx•ioan films

s.

Foreign films:

4.

Mal.d.ng motion piotUl'as

i

l

I

a •.

5.

Pioneers

A comparison with American .t'!.lms

tua tion

a.

The

b.

'l'he p1•oblem

o.

The Visul>\l•Light•A bstr•aot film

a.

The documentary film

lli

The pl:'opaganda film:

put and preBent

a.

"'rriumph of the V!lill" - Get'lll!my, 1933

b.

11

Intolerance" - United States, 1923

c.

11

B11 ttleship Potek1m11

d•

Wo1•ld War II films

..

Huss:tan ~ 19:30
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VIII.

MUSI(I:

*B•

o.

D.

E.

GOlttlill\'!POFlARY Al'ID CLASSICAL IN OUR SMIETY

Good 11 and "Bad" music

1.

11

2.

"Popular" and "Class:l.oal 11 music

.::S •

Who is

11

musicml ? 11

a.

Background music

b~

The music's the thing

o.

Our method of prooedu:t>e

Fundamental faoto:t>s in music
l.

Melody

2.

Ha:t>mony

5.

Rhythm

!L'he origins of music

l •

F'o lk music

2.

Gregorian chant

~.

The Middl111 Agea

4•

sacved music, seoula:t> music, instrumental music

Whe Seventeenth Centu:eyt

Opera and related forms

1.

'i'he Baroque (1600·1750)

2.

The opePa and dance suite

The dghteenth century and emergence of the classic

period
1.

~~opios

'l'he clus:toal pe:viod (17tJO..l820)

that may be omitted b$causo ot insufficient time.
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2.

8 tyles in art and mua:tc .. the Rococo
1.~<

Bach

b.

Handel

c.

Vivaldi

d.

Haydn

e,

Mozart

t. Beethoven

F..

>~;S,

Chember music of Haydn 1 .Mozart, and .Beethoven

%4.

The symphony
11 Drum

£loll," "Surprise"

a.

Uaydnts

b.

Mozart t s '' Jup:l. ter"

o.

l3eethoven 1 s ttv;:t>o1ca 11

The early nineteenth century

1,

Romanticism
a.

F'ol:'l!ls and styles or romantic music

~~b.

The sonata, symphony, eem.oerto

~<c.

The song and short piano p:l.eee

*d•

Schubert, Schumann and Ohop:l.n

e. Schubert
2.

The concerto in the n:!.neteenth century
a•

Brahms

b.

'l'ohaikovsky

lh

Bruclmer

d.

Mahler

.Wi.'op:l.cs that ma.y be om:t tted because of 1nsuff:l.c1ent time.
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3,.
~~4.

5.•

The symphonic poellU

L1s1i~t

and Stl:'auss

The opex•as of Wagner and R:l.oha:r>d Strauss

a..

Verdi's "Aida"

b.

P.u.ooini' s

11

.!/iadame Butterfly 1 " "La Boheme"

.!i':renoh instrUl!lental music in th$ nineteenth
aentu:vy

G.

a.

I<:vsnck

b.

Faure

a.

Debussy

d.

Ravel

Twentieth century styles and forms
Our muaiaal life

L

The new style:

2.

'):'he composer and his pubJ.:to

3.

1\!neriaan and J;1uvopean composers

a.

Schonberg

b.

Hindemith

c .•

Bartok

d.

S tra vinslcy'

e.

:lililhaud

:r.

Sibelius

g.

V• Williams

h. Bloch
1.

Copeland

j.

P:tston

*Topics that may be omitted because

or

insufficient time.
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k.

Thompson

1.

Gershwin

m.

Composers in Letin ..Americat
Villa"Lobos, Chavez

4.

Jazz and its influence in moae:rm society
a.

Dixieland jazz:

b.

Ragtime jazz;

e•

Blues;

d.

Progressive jazz

Origin and growth
Origin and growth

"30' s 11

(l) K'iilnton

i

(2) B:rubeck

~
tI

( 3) Gardnt~r

I

f>·f:!.

Review:

Which way vd.ll music go now?

'

i

{•IX.

L!TESATU.!fE AWD POETRY
-l<A.

'-H3.

The medium of literature, put and present

1.

What is writing?

2.

Who writes and why?

3.

l''or whom does one write'?

4.

Of choosing and judging

The families o:t' languages
'-<l.

The l?ar East

a.

Chinese

b,

Japanese

•1-Topics that may be omitted because o.f' insuf:!'icient time.
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*2.

c~

Indian.

d.

Arabic

••

Persian

T~e

Middle East and Med:l:tarranaan

1:1. .Jewish

literature

(1) Bible ... Talmud
~}b.

Greek history, hia'uovians, philosophers
{l) H~u·odotua ..

11

I''atha:r of Histol'y"

(2} Homer .. "The Ilb.d,'1 "The Odyessy"
(Gveek Ep:l.c Poet:l>y)

(3} Sophocles • F.uro1p1des, Aria tophanes

(G:t:'eek Drama)

( 4) Socrates and the a duos tio:n of man
(IS) l'latonism and idealism
<~~c.

Homan histol'Y and philosophy
(1) Cusar's

11

Gallic W&rs"

(2) Virgil - (Latin Epio Poetry)

(3) Cicero • (Latin Prose}

(4) Qu:!.ntilb.n and the education of man
*3. 'l'he J\fiddle Age$

a.

Medieval Germlatlio and French l:l.ter&tUl'e

(1) What
( 2)

t1

we~e

the Middle Ages?

Chanson de Roland"

{}Topics that :uay be omitted bue.uss of insut'.fioie:nt time.
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(5) "The Oid"

(4) Dantel

*4•

Hell, PurgatoPy, Heaven

).l:odern literature before the nineteenth century
a.

The Italian Renaissance

(l} Petrarch
(2) f<laChiavelli

b.

The French Renaissance
(l) Balzac
(2) Rousseau and the Education of Ma~

c.

'!'he English Renaissance
(1) Chaucer
{2) Shakespeare and Hamlet

(3) English prose, poetl?y and l:Lterature
of the eighteenth centul'Y
(4) The Romantic revival in English

litc:vature
(5) Introduction to English novels, poetry,

essayists; and philosophers of the
nineteenth century

*5• America11 fiction, essays, anti poetry
lh

Wri tel's of !'iotion

(l} Irving
(2) Cooper

(5) Poe

*Topics that may be omitted because of insufficient time.
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(4) Hawthorne
(5) .MaP k Twa:l.n
(6) Elt'e t Harte
(7) Melville

Writers of essays and history
(J.) Eme:t>son
(2) Tho:t>eau

(3) Franklin

(4) Jefferson
(5) Webster
(G) Lincoln

c. Writers of poetry
(1) T:lryant
{2) I..ongfelJ.ow

(3) v.thi tman
*0.

IntrOduction to the unity of l1 terature and the
conception of world literature
{~1.

.Review sections "1\ 11 and
a.

~~2.

~.-Topics

11

B11

Review ot comparative reading

Strategic and oollllllon points in literature
a.

Review first principles

b.

Practical suggestions

that may be omitted because of insufficient time •
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3.

World l:tterature as the autobiography ot
<;iviliat~tion

A.

a.

Who place of world literature in eduoet:Lon

b.

Art

lis

1:1. terature

Wihat are the eompomm.t parts of problems of commu-

nity planning?
Separate phases of life
Costa down • less streets
Pedestrian safety
Recreation
Settling foz• impo1•bnt community buildings
Buildings-..good looking, comfortable, essentials
--

for happy, healthful living .... designed for gove:t>n•

ment ot' community and industrtal enterprise
Whole oownun:Lty must be designed which is:

a.

Suited to present needs and is expressive of
twentieth century

b.

Attractive in appearanoe .. ~engend&:r:l.ng c:l.vio
pride in inhabitants

s.
*B•

Pa:t>ka and pa:t>kways

History ot city planning

l.
i~opics

The grid plan
that may be omitted because of :Lnsut'f:l.cient time.
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c.

2.

The radical plan

3•

The informal plan

Who participates in stating the community problems?
1.

Planning groupa in Los Angeles and San
Francisco

D.

2.

Planning groups in Stockton

3.

Possibilities in job opportunities

XI.

Education

b.

Salary, compensations

o.

Need

Current trends in oi til' planning
l•

The Greenbelt Movement

2.

Super•Blocks ...•masa housing:

3.

*E.

a.

a.

Sweden

b.

J:i'inland

c..

Gel'lnany

Broad Acre City:

"D'• L. Wright

a•

Mile-high towe.r;

b.

Isolated

Heview:

1\few York

sk;r~serapers

and open spaee between

Importance o;f.' community planning in Stockton

THE APPLIED AND DEOORATIVE ARt'S
A..

The crafts u

related to trenas in other design fields

'l!Topiclll that may be omitted because of i.nsuffioient time.
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*B•

o.

XII.

The crafts
1..

Oeramics

2.

Jewelry and nle'tal work

3.

Glassware

4.

Wood.wo :r•lting

a.
s.

weaving and textiles

7.

Enamels

Plutics

Histcmy of pr·ominent das1gne:t>ll in oratts

·J:.!h

P:t>asent day influences, ph:l.losoph:l..es, pl:'oduotion

~~E.

Review

Al'ITJ:STJ:O USE 011' MA'..t'El'liALS.

'l'.Hli.: t>HOBLE'M OF MATERIALS

A~ID

PROCESSES
A.

Wood 1 metal and pla.stios

*l•

*2•

Wood

a•

Plywood

b.

Flexwood

<h

V(lneel:'

Oha:t>acterist:l..es and kinds of wood
a.

White oak

b.

Northe:t>n white pine

o_._

l'lirch

d.

Mahogany

e •.

Jtedwood

. i<Topies that may be omitted

hEH!Ifltlse

of insufficient time•
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f.
-l};:l.

Walu~tt

Metal

a.

lWehls and the:tr qualities
( l) Aluminum
(2) Bronze
(:5) Gold

(4) Iron and steel
~<b.

{14.

Shaping metals

Plut1ca
a.

Families of plas'ties
(1). Ao:rylie
(2} Cellulosic
(3) Melamine

( 4) Phenolic
ilb.

B.

Shaping plut:toa

Oeramios and glass

*l •.

Ceram1o$

1~2.

The basic materia 1m

;:{j.

a.

Earthw!l:Vlll

b.

StonewaN~

e.

Porcelain

d.

China

Shaping olay by hand

{'/£opioa that may be omitted because of 1nsu:t'1'io1ent time
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o.

~·4·

Shaping elay by machine

*5•

Drying and .t'i:r:l.ng

~·6.

Gluing

Fab:rhs:
itl.

The n:taterials

Natural .fibers
-a.

Cotton

b.

J,inen

c.

Jute, hemp

d.

Wool

e. Silk

*2•

*3·

Manufactured fibers
a.

Rayon

b .•

Nylon

o.

Making fabrics

Weaving
Q ..•

h.

Knitting
Felting

c. Lace-making
d.

i>4 •

Pluth sheeting

Te:xtile dedgn
a.

F'1bel:'s and yarns

b.

Processes

c. Applied o:rnamenta tion
<tll'op:l.os that may be omitted beeause of :!.nsutl':l.oient time

,-
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P~inting and the graphic processes

D.

~}l.

The g1•aphio p:li'oeesses
a.

Relief printing

b.

Intaglio printing

c. Planographio printing
~12 •

*S..

~}4.
i

Hand processes:

Relief

a.

Vloodouts

b.

Linoleum outs

e.

Wood engJ:>aVings

Hand p:r.ootu!ses:

a.

.Pey points

b.

I~tchinga

II!i!nd processes:

Intt:tglio

Planogi•aphio

i

a.

r"ithographa

I

b.

Silk screen prints

*o.

Meehan :ted p:r.ocesses 1

a.

PhotomE;~ohanical.

Relief'

processes

(l) Line out
(2) Three colol'
( S) Half ton.es

(4) Foul' oolova
*6•

Mechanical Processes:
a•

PhotograVUl'e

b.

notogra vure

Intaglio

'll'I'opioa that may be omittl!ld because of insuf1'icient time.,
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XUI.

A FINAL LQOK A'i' SOlilE SIGN!Ii'IOANT OONTUIBUTIONS TO
*MODERN" OH C.O:t:l'l'EMPOftA!f~ TREND.S WI'l'H T!iE Pllil~OSOPHIJilS

BEHIND THE THINKING OF THE CONTRIBU.I.'ORS
L.

l\1oholy~Nagy

B. The Bauhaus

c.

The Inst:t tute o:f Design in Ghicago

D.

Vari.ous significant liU't eaitol:'iala

.,.
'"

Final l'l1gnif5.oance of. aesthetics in everyday life

.

Conclusions, generalizations, and I'&Commendationa

A.

Heview oi' raean1ngs .and fol:'llls of art

1.

Natur•e of. art and aesthet:!.os
a.

Re ..eva:tuate de:f.'1ni tion of al't

h.

Re-evalnate de:t'ini t:!.on of aesthetics

c.

Review orientation to art and aesthet:l.oa

d•

lte ...evaltlllte beauty and meaning in axot
~lppl'EICiaM.on

2..

Natu.'t'e and elements of t'ol:'lll
•~a.

He-evaluate definit.:tons of

i'Ol'lll

;,Topics that may be omi·!;;ted because of insufficient time.

2 This outline was composed using the following art histoey
books as sou:rces; Cheney. Sheldon: A lll'.ew Wor:Ld !listol';)!: .2£. !t:!J.•
(New York, 'l'he Viking Prua, 1956.) G9.1'dnel', Helen: &rt.4J.'hroufh
the tges • (Ha:rcourt 1 . l3t•1Hie and Compeny, New Yorl<, 1948. ) ~'lem ng,
Will am: Art .~ Igeas~ (New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1956.)
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(l) Line
(2)

l~ight

and dark

(3} Oolor

~•b•

(4)

Textur~:>

(5}

Al'l:la, masll! • and

He~evaluate

vol.u.tne

de:!.':tni tiona or architectural

:!.'orms
(l) Lintel
(2) Oorbal:tng
(:3) Round

( 4) Cantilever

(5) Dome on pendertives
(6) Dome on

squinches

(7) Concrete
(8) Steel
ihh

Re-evaluate de:t'ini t:tons sf other forms in

the visual arts
(l) Sculptural form

(2) CeramiQ form

(5) Pictorial form
(4) Textile forms

(5) F'o!'l!ls in metal vrork
(6) 8Ulllll1!l:ry

------

~!Topics that may be omitted baoauae of insutf:teient time.
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B.· He view meaning of awareness

1.

Meaning of observn tion and pel'CEiption

2•

Meaning of imagination, manipulation. parti•

cipation
0•

Review the

l'ol<~

of art in the home, eOllllnllni ty,

industries, religion
1.

Effect of art in American life

2.

Critical survey of art resources in our
community

D.

Re-evaluation of the importance of good taste

1.

Choice as an expression of personal character•
is ties

Good taste and the consumer

2.
II.

'l.'HE

lAo

S'l'O~

OF ART i1S A

S~WHY

OF IDEli.S

When anoiEmt man appeared on the eartht

Prehistorio

and prim:!. ti ve 1n•t
1.

Beginnings of art
a.

Paleolithic era (thG beginning of time to
20 1 000 B.C.)

b.

~1esolith1o

and neolithic era (about 20,000

B.C. to 2!000 B,C.)

2.

Types of typical primitive art
i<th

Cave paintings in .Spain

*b•

Stone monuments, sculpture, and types

r:>f

architecture in the stone age

1<'!'opica that may be ami tted because of insuUicient time.
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B.

E;astem Modi terranemn cultures t

The peoples of

the fart:l.le crescent founded great civilizations
1.

Ancient e:l. vilizat:tons grew up :tn Mesopotomia
*a.

Sumer•ia and its art ( abottt 4,000 to 1925
B.c.)

1.

A.rch:ttecture and sculpture

2.

Metal WOl'k

l3$ bylon

and its art (!lbout 1,000 to 612 B.c.)

lo

Arohi '\;eettu•e and sc.mlpture

2.

Metal

WOli'k

Assyria and its art (about

~<d.

~!--$_.,

1.ooo

1.

Aroh:l.teoture and sculpture

2.

Metal work

to 612 B.C.)

Art of the Chaldeans (about 612 to 539 B.C •)
1.

Al'ehitMtuve and seulptul'e

2.

Metal wo:rk

Art of the Persians (about 539 to 331 e.c.)
1.

Arehiteetul'e and sculpture

2.

Matal work

*f• Art of the Hittites (about lilOO to 600 B.o.)
l.

Arehi teeture end Seulp'ln.tre

2~

Metal WOl'k

il'Topios that may be omitte(l beoawse of

ins~:tf.t'ie!ent

time.
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c.

Civil:tz~tion

and art of Egypt develop$d along the

banks of the Nile

1.

Early Egypt and thf! old kingdom:

Religion,

conquest and commeto()e molded Egyptian lite and
111 Y.'t

{fth

Survey of the Egyptitan people (about 4 1 500
B.C. to 2,475 B.C.)

;;b.

Survey of the pyramids:

Pyramids of Khatre

~•o.

Stone work and gold work::

A survey of

aoulptuve in the olc:l, m:l.d(lle 1 empi:t'e kingdom

period (about 2,160 E.O. to 1,090 B.c.}
*d•

Survey ot painting, murals, and archi·tecture
of the old, nd.ddle, empire kingdom period

i,e.

J:ntroduct:!.on to the art

or

woodwork, glass ..

we.re, and oer•amic aceomplishment.s o.t'
:F:gy·ptlan art histo:;;oy
~•f •

Do

SUilllllliiJ:>Y

A:t't developed betove the elus.ictll p.oriod
h

S.piri t oi' the Aegean art and culture:
5u000 to J.l. 1 000

(A bout

B.c.)

a. Architecture and sculpture
b.

·:<2.

Painting

Stu:>voy o:t' the sett."l!:ings o:t: Cl'ete and Minoan art

·:1Topios, that may be omitted because of ins.n:t'fidant time.
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{~3.

·~•

<~~5 •

E.

Suvvey of Minoan painting and a.rohiteotul'e
a.

Iilinoan sculpture

b,

Pottery and metal wovk

Introduction to Mycenaean culture

a.

Story ot Troy

b.

Story of Cyrus

summa :ey

Art and learning develop the glory of Greece
(About 1,100 - 400 B.c.)
1.

2.

Land of the Greeks

a.

Geography

b.

Physical conditions

Greeks davelopf1d a o1 viliza tion and trained
themselves for leal'l:ling and citizenship
a.

Story of ancient Greek culture

b.

Hellenic. Age
(1) Athens, fifth century, B.G.

3.

Peace bl'ought p.rogress in art, literature,
philosophy • pdnting, and aroh1teetu1'(;1
th

Glories of G:vaek archi teatul'e

(1) The art of the Acropolis
(2} Propylaed
(3) T>ax•thenon

{}'J!opics that may be omitted because of insufficient time.
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( 4) Erl)chtheum
(5) Altar of Zeus by Pe.rgamon

'l*b.

Golden age .of vase painting and mosaic work
(1) "Her(:mlea finding his infant son. Telephua"

i}C.

Archaic Greek sculpture
( 1) Pal' than on sculptures and Ja tar Gre&k
sculpture:

(2) Phidis.s:

friezes and pediments
"Centaur and Lsp1th11

(:)) PolyoUtus:

11

(4) Altar of Zeus:

Doryphorus"
"Athena llllsying a giant11

(5) "Dying Gaul 11

(G)

·

~•4•

11

Laocoon"

d.

Skills of metal work• intaglio and engraving

e.

I.ntroduotion to art of music and drama

Alexander the Great built an empire and helped
spread Greek culture

*5•

Development of Greek classical ideas:

E:uman:Lsm 1

rationalism, idealism, individualism, realism,
e vud;!. ti ol'l

><6.

F.

Sullll!1aey

Roman and Etruscan styles in art and engineering
1.

gtrusoans and the:L:r.> art (about 1000

:e.o.

to 500

A.D.)

a•

Art of building saroophaguses and tombs

«·Topics that may be omitted beoaus€1 of insufficient time .•
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2•

Uoman life reflected fo1•tunes of the Roman

State
a•

Roman archi taeture and engineering

(l)

E~rrel

vault

(2) Groin vault
US) Aqueducts

{4) "Arch of Tra jan"
( 5) Forum of Tra jan
(6) Pantheon

(7) Colosseum

b•

Roman sculpture
(l) Oolumn of 'J!rajan
(2) "The :mtnparor il:ugustus addressing his

ar-my"
(3)

e.

11

Carlilcalla.1t

Homan pa:l.ntings and mosaicS
(l) ''Gladiatorial contest"
(2) Ar-t of frescoes
(3) D:Loskourides of Samoa;

"Stl•&et i\11usic:Lans 11
':~--

d.

Metal

vJol?k~

pottery, glalilllWare

3.

Gl'Elat !loman

4.

Roman aultul'e set the pattern for Western

r~mpire

crumbled away

O:l.vilization

~"..:'opios

that mlily be o:mi tted

bee~ use

of !nsuffioient ti:me •

__:
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G.

Art anC! development of F'ar Eastern Civilizations
1.

l.lagn:l.i'icenoe of early Chinese art (about 3000
B.c. to 907 A.D.)

a.

Ceremonial metal works, b:r-onzea, jades, and

pot·ter;r

*2•

b•

Love of sculptured animals

c•

Art of calligraphy and painting

d,

Buddhist religions art in the Orhnt

a.

Art of sculptured jades

Je.pmneae and Chinese pa:!.nt:l.ng in the Great
Periods (about 552 A.D. to 900 A.D.)

a.

Various types of Chinese and Japanese
paintings

3.

1:>.

Mountain and water piotul'es

e.

Meaning of simplicity with gl'andeur

d.

Architecture of the Orient

Art and growth of c:tv:1l:l.zat1on in India (ahout

3500
a.

:a.c.

to 600 A.D.)

Seulptura.o arohiteotul>e, and painting of
Java, Cambodia,. and Sia1n

~1'4 •

H.

S U1lill!tary

Art ot ByzantiU!1H

Early Ch:t'::l.sthn art (about l A.D.

to 750 A.D.)
1.

Aroh:t teoture;

E:arly ChJ:-:tst:tan style

>11'op:tos the.t may be om:!. tted becaume of 1nsuti'io1ent time •
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~<a.

Sa:nt i Apollinare Nuovo

b.

Santa Sophia

e.

Old St. Peter's Bas1l:taa
(~.)

Dome on pendentives

(2) Dome on squinches
-.~d.

2•

.\l't of Mosaic:

a.

3.
1f4.

Ravenna, 6th GentUX'y

"The Transt':tguration11
Apollintl~:~•e

Nuovo panels

·:•b.

Sant'

~•o.

Baptistry ot' the Ariana

A:t>t of' :fi)namela !i!nd Icons
Stone aeJ.>Ving and :1. vory eaMTing

5.

Dev<?.lopment of enamels end te;'<tiles

6.

Al't of sculptlu:•ed tombs

7.

Early Romnn music and ideas

#8..

x.

San Vi tale

>tao

Idea of m.tt.hol'i tar:tan:l.sm

M).

Idea of myllitioisJn

Swnma:ry

Al:'t of the Moslem Wol'l<i {about 622 A.D. to date)
lo

Islamic PeNl:hm art and oalUg:r.aphif

2~

Pel'aian pottery, carpets, metal

WOl'k,

and textiles

(about 226 A.D. to 641 A.D,)
3.

~>Top.il.'la

A:ron:l.tect·,UJ"e:

Mosques and minarets

that may he omitted because of insufficient time.
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1}4.

J"

summary

Development of Romanasqua art as :f'eudal1smt serfdom,

and tcwrn life developed during the Middle Ages
(about 500 A.D. to 1150 A.D.)

1. Work in the monast&:ries:

Home o:t' the arts

Monastery at Cluny 1 l&ta eleventh and

-~~~-.

·twelfth cerrtur:l.es

(l) li'loorplan of the Abbey of Cluny
2.

Rom11.nosque A1•ch:tMc 'l;;ure
~~a

•

b.

*~h

K.

Sant' Aba"ogio

Third Abbey church of Cluny

~

lOBS

~

1130

l'<·c.

Hom~mesque

sculpture and :painting

·~.

A strong church held sway in the feudal world

Summary

Development oi' Gothic art in a Christian era (About

·-

1150 A.D. to 1550 A.D.)
1.

Ohal'acta:r of Gothic art:

The valva of tlle pointed

aroh
Gothic

I

a~;~thedx•ds

( l} Amiens ca thed l'al
(2) Notre Dame Cathedral

(3) Ohax•tres Oa thedral

(4) Heims Oathadt'al

'l-Top:tes that may be omitted booause of insu:l.'f':l.ciant time.
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b.

Steps in the development of the Gothic plan

e.

Steps in the development of Gothic vauJ. ting

d.

Gothic architecture in Italy
>f(l) Piazza San Maz•eo~ Veniee

-1:·(2) Milan Cathedral
i~2.

Siem>se painting, :Lvo:cy and wood eavving, metal
work and textiles

a.

:Ouecio and r.as.rtini

b.

t>1aaaecio:

11

'l'ri bute Mon!lly" and

11

T:r•ini ty with

the Virginu

3.

Florentine paintexo.s

a.

Piero deua France sea 1

"Resur>rection of

Ohrist11
b.

Giotto:

"Pieta 11 and

11

0bsequies of

st.

F:rt~noilil 11

c.

4.

><5.

r~ra

Angelico:

"Coronation of the Vixog1n11

Developl'l!Elnt of music and ideas in a Gothie Age
*ll•

Aseetieia.m

i<b•

H:l.erareuism

A feuda.l Rom!ilneaque style develo:ps

b.

u Song of

Roland"

e. A:t>t of minstrelsy
~<Topics

that may be omitted because of insui'tieient time.
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*6•
1\.,

SUI!lmary

Renllliuanoe UJ!Ihel."ed in the re•birth of' intelleo ..
tual.ism and the modern period in art.

(About 1300

to 1600)
l•

Architecture and the l'evival of lea:rning
i<a.

1

1
I

2.

St. Peter's Cathedral in l'l.onw

b.

Brunellesohi

o.

Vel'dranini Palace in Venice

o~<a.

liliohelozzo

~~e.

Chux•oh of'

st.

Franoia at Ass:l.si

SoulptUl:'e
a.

ilhibevt:!.:

"Ch.•eation ot

Adtatll

and Eve, the

Temptation and the Expulsion,. and "Gates of
Paradise"
·:<b.

Verl."OOohio:

o.

DonatellQ:

ncolleoni,

F~ilitary

Leader"

nxhe Mule !:lef<n•e the Host" and

8t. George 11

11

:;~.

Scientific spirit in Florentine pa:l.nt:l.n@i

*a•

Bottioelli:
11

b.

"The Birth of Venus" and

Oaltm~nyf'

I.eQ'narao Da Vinci:

11

Monm Liaa 11 an(! "The

Last Supp&Z'11
4.

>~l:'l'opios

Ilo1na, Raphael. and

M:l.chelangE~lo

that may be om1 tted because of insUfficient time.
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II

lh

Raphac;~l:

b.

Miohelange).o:

11 Disputa 11

Painting and sculptul'e

(l) Sistine Chapel

(2) ,.Cr«;ation

i

I

"School of Athena" ana

5.

o:f'

Adam"

Growth of Venetian painting

i

!h

:P;a:t>ly venetian painters

b,

G:!.orgione and Titian:

"Sleeping Venus"

and"Portra:!.t of an Unknown Man"
c.

11

T:!.ntoretto:

Last Suppev" and

11

M1.raole of

St. Mark 11
{!-d.

e.
~•t.
~Hi.

11

Veroneae:
Bellini:

11

JI'e~H!It

in the House of Levi"

Pieta 1' and "Madonna"

J:ntrodueti<m to El Greco

.DeveJ.oprrnmt of metal work, eerarnios, te.x.tiles,

and bol>ks in Italy
7.

1\:l Greco and the g1•ea t 15painal'ds:

F'i!'teenth to

nineteenth century
a•

El G:r>aiH>
( 1)

11

(2)

11 Chvililt

in the Garden"

(S)

11 Bu1•ial

of the Oount of 0;:>ga2111

0:ruci:t'i:don"

(4) nAsaunrption of the Virgin"
(5) "V1evt of '1'oledo 11

52

*'b• Spanish a:wt after El Greco
c.

Velazquez:

"Pop& rnnooen t 4 11 and "Illllllacula te

Conception»
d•

>*o •

Murillo

Archi tecturs and sculpture of Spain
( l) Un:tvst•sl ty of' Salananca
(2) Berrugnete:

r.
8,

St. ?etel'a

11Wbal wovk, leathenoJ.>k, wooCiwo:vk, earanlics

Flemish, German and Dutch AI't:

F'ourte~u'lth

century ·!;o sav<amteenth century
a.

Archi teoture,

Natu:t>e of F'le1nish Artl

painting., aoulpture
(1) t'ieter Brueghel;

11

A Dark Day" and "The

Wedding Danee"
(2) Hogiel' Vandel' WeyderH
Lacly11 and

Portrai t of a

11

l:lascent :t':r.om the Cross"

(3) I'!:!. e l"cmymus Bosch:
1.1Ild

11

"The Garden of' 1J:Cien11

"Temptation of St. Anthony"

( 4) Jan Van :myckt
l:iia 11U.t"en and

"Cfiove.nni Arnolfini and
11 Madonru.

of Chancellor

Rolin"

b.

Nat1u•e of Gennan Art in the fourteenth century
to the sixteenth centu:ro:n. Avoh:t taotura,

painting, gl"aph!o arts

~~Topics

that may be omJ.tted because of insufficient time •

•

11

( l) Albrecht Durer:

Self Portrait" and

"st. Jerome in His Study"
(2) Uolbein:

11

Portrdt of.' a WolllQnu and

"Catherine Howard, li'ifth Queen of
Henry VIII"
(3) Cranach:

11 Crucifixation11

(4) Architeotu:t>e:

Pellet' House

(Nurenberg, 1605)

c.

Nature of Dutch art:

Si:x:teenth to

seventeenth century
(l) Hembrendt

(a)

11

Man .tn the

(~old

Helmet 11

(b) "Young Gil'l. at an Open

:Ualf~Door 11

(e) "Supper of Emmanus 11
(2) l''r•ans Hal a:

I

11

n'l'he Jollytoper11 and

La ughing Cavalier"

( 3) Vermeer:

"Girl Reading a Lette1'" and

"A Young 1Uoman at a Casement"
if9.

M.

Summary

France and the development of Baroque art:
to nineteenth
1.

Fifteenth

oentu~

French architecture
illrh

Louvre:

Facade of Perrault

*b•

Palace of Versailles

<.-:L'opies ·that may be omitted because o:f' insuffioient time.
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~~c.

Tapestl'y, Furniture and porcelain of
Louis XIV

2.

Elise and triumph

a.

or

Baroque

Nature of Baroque painting
11

*(1) Poussiru
11

·~(2)

0rpheus and Eurydice 11 and

Funeral of Phocion"
"Landscape with a Piping

Lorrsin:
Shepherd"
Be mint:
Rubens:

"I:iestasy of Saint Theresa"

"Hape of the Daughters of

Leveippus," and "V:tllace Dance"
"Cornel:l.us Von Der Geest11

*(5) Van Dyeln
b.

French courtly art
-::·(1) Largilliere:

trThe Marquis of Ivlontespan"

"Fete Champ$tre 11 and

>.<(2) Watteau:

"Embarkation for the Island of Cythera 11
;~(5)

"Jupiter in the Guise of

Douche!':

Diana and Callil'lto11
~·(4)

N.

li'ragonard;

Art of the British:

11

Love Lettel's 11

Portrait and landscape from

sixteenth to tt1e nineteenth

c~;mtury

1.

Hogarth, Reynolds, Gains borough

2.

British landscape school:

Lives of 'l'ut>ner and

Blake

>l'l'opies that may be omit·ted because of insufficient time.
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a.

Constable:

h.

Turner:

"The Hayman"

"Ulyases Deriding Polyphamusn

and "The Fighting Temeraire"

c.

Blake:

"When the Morning Stars Sang

'l'ogethe:r•" and ".St. 1/lartin:l.s ... in•the-J:i'ields,
London"
#:3.

Architecture:

Whitehall Palaeo and state room

from Bramley-Le-Bow
o.

'!'rend toward realism:

The nine teent;h century

1.

Meaning of realism in paintin£5

2.

Goya, most masterly realist
11

Majas on a Balcony"

{fb.

11

~'he Divided

~•o.

"Family of Charles IV"

{fill•

d.
l<e.

3.

71

Bull Ring"

Shooting of the Rebels of l\!ay 3,

"Caprice:

laosn

Why Hide Them?"

Neoclassicism to Ho:mnntic:i.sm
{'a•

Ingres:

"Mlle Riviere"

b.

David:

"Death of !li!a:l."at"

e.

Del.acroi.lt:

"The Eltlrk of Dante11 and

"Entrance ot the C:vusaders into Constantinople"

{~opiea

do

Gericault:

Eh

Millet:

11

The Raft o! the Medusa"

"The Goose Gi:vl 11

that may be omitted because ot insuftieient time.
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4•

Landscape :pa:l.ntin&r and O.o:l'ot

a.
><b.

5.

Inn~IIH!I

Oorot:

"Evening at Medfield"
"The Artist' a Studio"

Significant l:'eaUsta

a. . Daumier:

*b•

Oourbet:

11

The Uprising"

11

.A Real Allegory" and "Lamere

Gregoire"

a.

Manet:

11

Dejel~ner

sur L'her!Je 11 ana

11

The

Se:rvant of Boeke"

'I!

d•

[

Degas:

11 The

Print Golle¢tor11 and

"Danoel:'l!l Dressing"

6.

I
I

Impressionists
~<a.

Pissarro:

·l:·b.

Monet:

~;e •

Henoir:

11

11 Hi ver

Early Mol:'ning"

Grand Canal, Veniee 11
"Boatmen 1 s I.'uneh" and "Three

&~N~~.~~

P.

>~d.

'.l.'ot;louse - Lautreo:

1<e.

Seurat:

·-·'1At the Moulin Uouge"

''La Grande Latton

Review of art of Africa. Aroovioa, and the South Seas
l.

I.ater developments in Japanese art

..:·Topies that may be omitted bee<ruse of insufficient time.
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*2•

n3,

11

b.

Rokusai:

'I'he Wave"

o.

IUroahige prints

Persia and India

a.

Glaaed dishes

b"

Miniatures fro.m Persian manttscripts

c.

Medallion rugs

d.

'.l:ajmahmH

Gontz>ibuUon in a1•chl teeture

Africa, the South Seas • and Ame:t•1,ca

a.

Negro

b.

Mayan u•chitooture, sculpture and painting:

sculpture~

Wood and atone

Development from 300 A.D •. to 1100 A.D.

Q..

Story ot modem art:

Twentieth century painting,

sculpture, architecture and music

1.

I

I\(>Volt against realism
a.

Meaning of Pauvism .

b.

Development of Cubism

c.

Meaning of non-objeetivism

d,

Begirming of neo ...plasticbm

e.

Growth of futur:lsm and German expressionism

t. Die Neve SachHchkait:

1

g.

Dadaism:

b..

8urr!llism:

:t.

F'r•ee

~··~

Beckman and Groat

Art and F:rnst
Dali and Miro

fantasy:

!~lee

i!il'opica that may be omitted because of insufficient time.
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2.

Significant trends from the old school

a.

Cezanne
Landsoape 11

«·(l}

11

•~(2)

"Bathers"

*(3)

11

Cardplayers 11

.Jf(4} "Mont .Sa:l.nte~Victoire 11

b.

Daumier
><( l) "The Uprising"
·:<(2) "Corot Sketching"

c.

Hyder
•1-( l}

3.

11

Tollers of ·t;he Sea 11

Decorative school:
a.

Whistler:

The individualists

"Po1•trait of CQryle" and

"Ba ttel'sea Ih•idgo"

b.

Gauguain:

"The White Horse" and "Day of God 11

c.

Van C:fogh:

"ll! ight Gu1'e 11 and

Iiokosohka:
;f]:J.

11

Whea t F'ields 11

nDouble Portx•ait"

"scene on the Seine 11 and "'.!'he

floussea.u:

Jungle"
~fo,

5.

Seuz•at;

Pauves

IUHl

"The Bridge at Gourbevoie 11

the

11

flic Three"

"The Demoiselles ol' Avignon,"

__

]

{l'fopias that may be omitted because of inau:f':t'i.cient time.
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b.

Ma tiasE!:

"The Moorish Bore em" and "Still

Life"

o. · Bx>aque:
d.

6.

"Abstraction"
11

Rouault:

The Old Clown''

Modern pn:!.nting afte1• Cubism in Germany, Ital\'[,

Russia and England
a.

Kandinsky:

11.

Ma.ro:

e.

Mondl"ian:.

"Impx•ovlsation No. 30'*

"'l'he 'l'hree :Horses"
11

Compos:l.tion in Wh;tte, Black,

and Red"
11

d.

Marin:

e.

Other Americans

l'l!rd.ne1ands"

l}(l) Weber
{f (2)

Mattson

~~(3)

Davis

*(~.)

Graves

1<(5) 0' Itaefee
f .•

Other inrpo1•tan t Europeans;
(J.) Beckman: "Depa rtur>e 11
(2) Dalit

11

The Persistence of Memory" and

"Voyage of Chrj.stopher of Columbus 11
(3) MircH

g.

"Compositions 11

Abst:c>act 1lxp:ression1sm
(1) Tobey:

11

Abate wox•ld 11

'i}Topica that may be omitted beeause of :l.nsuffioient time.
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(2) Winter: · "Signs Bef'ol:'e Green"
7.

Revolution in sculpture

a.
•~ h.

11

Hodin:

Th& Kiss" end nl3alze.a 11

l~ehmbruQk:

''.Kneeling Figure"

o.

11 Bird

in Spaoe11

"Head" and "I~:l.~Ul'e

Laohaise:

ot,

e.

Despiau:

"Antoinette Schulten

f.

Epstein:

11 Albert

Maillol:

"Seated Woman"

h.

Lipoh1.tl1l:

11

s Woman11

Einstein"

Pegasus 11

-.;i.

Moore (1!\food).:

"Heolining Figure"

<< j.

Calder (Paper and Plastic}:

"Horizontal

Spines"
8.

Twen'tieth oentUl'Y nrehiteetut•e 1 The organic
and the international style
*ll •

b ..

Hook:

11 Row

o.f Houses in Holland"

LaOorhusier:

"Birth of the International

8tyle in Al•chitaeturen
*<'-

r.atcr development of the Bau Haus:

llesssu,

Ger.•m1my
*d •

e.

BOA Building:

Rockefeller Genter, U.s.A.

Latin American aeoompl.ishments:
if(l) Marcelo and Milton Hobertot

Bu.ilding, Hio De

11

Abi

Jan~&irott

»'Topics that may be omitted because of :l.nsu.f'f.ie1ent time •

I
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(2} Oscar iUemeyaN ·"Ministry ot !i!duoation

I

:r.

I
I

Lifo and times ot' nineteenth c•mtury architac·!;uJ~e

I

i

in America

'*(l) Lifo and accomplishments of Ham l!icb.ardson
-~~(2)

L:!.fe and acoornplishments

ff(3) Uta and aooomplishma.nts

S111l 1van:

g.

ot John Ftoot
of Louis

Theory :tn t;e :rp l'a ta tion

Frank Lloyd Vh•ight vs. Skidmore 1 Ovrens, and
II!a rr ill

{1) "Falling WatariJ 11
(2) "Noble Rouse"

(3) "Johnson Wax Building"

(4) "Imperial Hotel :i.n Tokyo"
( 5) "Gugganhe im Museum"

( 6)

9.

I,ever House"

Latas·t generations in 11lUs1o

a,

Lata nomantioism

o.

Meaning of Impressionism

~.

-;~Topics

11

DevelopznE>nt of E.xpresaion:!.sm

tho. t may be omitted

bCiGllUSe

of insufficient time.
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*10.

Summary and review

o~<Topios that

may be omi.tted because of insufficient time.

i

OHA.P'l'!$R III

I

ADOLESOENT

I

APPRBOIA~'ION

AND AESTHETIO INTER!i!ST

WITH REGARDS 'rO THE ROLE: OF

THI~

TEACHER

I

Ii

Many factors ha·lTe to be taken into consideration in
organizing an effective "World of Art" program
school students.

f'Ol'

aenio:t> high

The most ba:11ic of all fEtctors is knowing the

physical, emo·cional, and the intellectual development of these
atudents. 1 In order to successfully teach 11 World of Avt," tile
instructor should be aware of what is happening in the matuva•
tion of the individual students.

'rhe instructor is going to

meet his students on some level, some aesthetic point of
interest.

He will meet them for the first time in the class•

room and his students will bring to him the sum total of their
past experiences.

The art instructor must accept that pertiou•

lav adolescent with all his intelligence 1 peculiar dl'i ves,
fears, frustrations, interests, and prejudices and begin
teaching from his point of view.2
I.

"WOHLD OF' ART" ADAPTE:D TO INTICR!~STS OF ADOLESOEN'l'S

Understanding the student is funclamental tor all al:>t
teaching because the adolescent in senior high school is going
1s. L • .Pressey, Psycholog:y !1'!.9. the new }~ducati.on (lH:lvl
Harper and Brothers :Pu'blishars,'""'i'9'49)';'"p. ~?i7.
2Ibid., PP• S00-302.
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through many changes.

~'he

.-wt .appreeia tion teacher cannot

alaiH>ify th.eae senior high school students as "ch:l.ldren11 any

more.

He certainly cannot classify most them as being

"aver~;<ge."

Students w:l.ll come into this "World of Art" class

with various developmental level

ranges~-tro:m

adolesoent

children to quite mature young ladies and gentlemen.

Probably

the moat nearly average factor in these grade groups is the
chronological age. 3

All students do not reach a matul•ity at

the same time • and some will not even reach it in the lOth,
11th, o:r> 12th grade.

'I'he art appreciation teacher, in

regard~

ing these facts concerning a particular individual, must keep
in mind his student's environment, the mEmtal attitude of the
parents and various other socio-economic tactcms.

Also, the

teacher will have to be aware that some of the most physically
,=--

mature will be emot:l.onslly

immature~

and vice versa.

''In most

cases, thel•e is no det'inite break with childhood; a mature

attitude and deportment may be unexpectedly followed by a
childish outburst. 114
II.

'.l.'YPICAL Pl:i:OBJ:i!JlMS 0!" SENIO.fl HIGH 30HOOL STtfD'fi,NTS

The typical sophomore, junior, or senior student. thoug_h
only pal'tly conscious of whe.t is happening, has to :re ..adjust

3Ibid., P• 307 •.
4oarl Reed, Ee:rf:r .1\doleseent Art Education (Peoria , Ill. ;
Ohas. 11. Bennett Oo., no., 195'?1, p:--39.
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to himself and his changing body, has to begin concerning
himself with the preparation f'or adult economic and social
life, has to adjust at the same time to the age of his various
mates, and has to begin developing a new :relationship with

his parents and other adults.

He is going to have to accept

the sex role of being a boy or girl and still contend vti th and
sa tlsi'y his new sax impulses •

•

Most child psychologists and educators feel that this
1.s an extremely di1'1'icu1 t per•iod fox• young high school peoplE>•

Students ueem to need aU the guidance and help that they can
get from their teachers and parents.

They seem to need

l't'.!assuranoe when they lag behind or race ahead of their group
in growth and intellectual and emotional maturity.

They con•

tinually seem to need e;uidance when they seek direction and
srympathy and when they make mistakes which they often feel are
fetal erx>ors.

"Wlult the regl•esaing end growing, r•ebelling and

maturing youth al:'e not primarily concerned with is who and
what they are in the eyes of a widev circle of significant
people as compared with what they themselves have come to feel
they are; and how to connect the dream, idiosyncrasies, roles,
and skills cul t:l. va ted earlier with the oeoupa tional and sexual
5
p:roto·bypes of the day.''
5E. H. Erikson, Oh:i.ldhoo.o :m.£ Societl (NeVE York:
Norton and Co., Inc., l95o), P• 266.

w. w.

Some of the characteristics the art appreciation teacher
will be faced with and should recognize in senior high school
students arat

1.

Learning becomes .mol'e specialilllilld :l.n p!'eparation

tor the job o!' career.
1h

Phere 1$ a growing interest :l.n

1

t~bstract

moJ:'al and

philosophical problems, and especially in social questions.

s.

Students become more critical of their own learning

achievements.

socially and emotionally, they will have:
l•

Moody spells:

establish a drive towards :tndepemdence

ancl rebel in sol'IW manner.
2.

Changing relationships with parents and teacher•s.

They wilJ. have s gFeater interest in problems of

m!u•r:l.~age

and

vocation.
3. -'l'n.ay-;vill hcnra a yearning for more guidllnoe since
this is a time o:r many life decisions.

Physically, mol'e senior high school student character•
ist:l.es will be;

1.

The rata

or

gl"owth will slow down, but it still will

be rapid.

2.

Cli!'ls will reaoh ad!Jl t height at a bol.lt 16 and boys

will grow until 17 or 19.
3.

Thel"e will be an increase in appetite and

coordination will :lmp:vove while n sexual maturity is reaohed. 6

Since the "World of A:vt 11 teacher is awa.re of these
physical, mental, social, and emot:l.onial pl?oblams o:t'

adoles~

aonts, his choice of approach in presenting the course will
determine its success o:1:> :t'uilure.

This choice o.f approaoh must

keep in mind ·that • in both se.xes, adolescence tends to bt•it!g

a heightening of all emotional Mtivity, of imag:trw.tive power,
of aest;hatia a ens:!. ti vity to the glamouv and beauty of all
existence as well li\S to ita mise1•y and
rlever be reached before ox• athe:r'llal'd,

·c:~glil<~;Hll:l•

v;hich may

'7

'J:hel'efore, the art appreaiation teacher • in order to
succeed, must keep

app1•oach in

th~;t

ir~

nd.nd

(;~Xld

stl•i ve for certain choices of

preaentation of ideas and pr:i.naiples.

I''il•st.

he must realize ·that all sophomore, junior• and senior students
are capable of enjoying certn;tn types of emotional experiences

in the

11

iVorla of Avt" progr&l'ih

With this in mind, he will

constantly p:rovide for the innumerable individual diffevenceu

6-ififillavd r,ewellen Olson, How Children Grow end Develof!,
Better !Jiving Booli:;J.ets (O'h:i.cago:soianee Research Associates,
1955). P• 95.

7Thomas MWlPo, Adolescence and. Art Education. Prom
lVJe·thods of •teaching the l~'in:e Arts, Chap$! Ifill, (university of
.flovth Carolina :?rasa, 1935)• p. 44.
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among pupils.

He will appveoia te and be sympathetic towavd ·

the various interests ot' youths in his class.

!

I

I

l:!e wiJ:l try to

organize small groups that can wol:'k together effectively•
He will try to inspire and motivate ;tn this h:t>oad area, but
h<:~

will never p:veaoh or dictate. ·
He will try to stimulate pu;pil selt' .. analysis and self•

cr•:l.tioism in various stages of expression regaJ.>d1ng thei:v
belte:t's in World oi.' Art.

He vlill emphasise the emotional and

mental development of his ptxpils rather ·chan the preparation
for a prol?ession.

He wlll continually encourage pupil investi•

gation which can develop initiative and sel:t.'"oapendence in the
aesthe'lti.cs ooul•sa.

He vtill try to develop teohniq,ues pritnal'ily

on the basis o£ pupil personality.

The art; appJ•ee1.at:ton teacher

will t1•y to believe in the pupil and will always be thel'O to

guide him in developing

self~con.fioenoe

as he overcomes real'

and uncertainty in this field o:t.' art histoey.

The encl product of this total educational exposuJ?e in

the

~>world

o1' Art" should be t'or the well integ:t>a ted and cul-

tul•od pol•sonality--:a pel:'sonality that is made awe!'e of. the
possibilities in l:l.fe,. now ana in '~he past. 8 :t'his Wor•ld o:t: Art

-----o.
8

Journal

.2£.

H. MacMahon. ";, New Approach to the Huroanititllilg 11
Hishel:' Education, XVII (November, l$46) 1 Introduction.
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class has a very definite contribution to make in the development of this desired type ot person.

But the program should have well establbhed secondary
aims and objectives.

should know what these

Both the instructor and the students
B.l'l!t •

The art apprecintion teacher must constantly re•appraise
his outline in tams of' his seeondary aims and objectives.

Re

must have them established and ready to be shown any adminis ..
trato!• who may rightfUlly want assuranoe that positive, worth..

while, and attaina.ble educational objectives are being achieved.
Also, most students appreciate knowing what their goals

are.

'!'hey enjoy the evaluation of thllir work when they think

·t;hey have reached thei:r• goal.

It is through this process that

growth talcea place in all education.
'Maholy•Nagy desc••ibes one of the most basic aims o:t' art
appreciation and art history objectives u
pal't o:t' the floVI of life.,

11

essentially being a

Even in its Sllleming isolation, the

experience of art appreebtion and art history as the themo•
metal' of necessities is indispensable for society.

The true

function of a:rt is to be the graph of our ti!ll(!l 1 and intuitive
search tor the miss.ing equilibrium among our emotional,
intellectual, ana social livas.

_'_____

Art appl'eoiation is the most

intimate language o! the senses, a direct linking of man to man. 119

9tauio Maholy•Nagy, The New Vision, Documents of Modern
A1•t Series, G (New York: Wittenbol•n; Ine., 194'7), P• 32.

,=~--
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The following aims have bean established over a period
of years by expe:r:l.enced, well•known educe. tore in the field of
aesthetics end art education.

The aims of an art appreciation

course should be mod1t:l.ed and changed to meet the demands
the high school stuc!(mt.
1.

or

Basically the secondary aims are 1

To develop within the student a sensitivity to and

app:roeo:l.e.tion of art and man's creative ability•
2.

To p:rovide opportunities for creative e.xp:roesdon in

various World of A:r.t project.u.,.
3.

To teach to the student the fundamentals of art

history, al't appr&c;ta tion 1 and aesthetics in order to possibly
achieve en individual art expression within the individual
I

1

student.
4.

'l'o develop satisfying avooational interests.

5.

To seek out tne talented in appreciation and art

history in o:t'der to p:roovide the instruct oro's :!.ndi vidual
counseling in the ohoeulli.ng of
6.

~;~

vocation.

To p:roovide a g:l"adual tr&msition from junior high

school art baining to an a:rot h:l.story education :l.n the harder•
high sohool eituation ..~to prapa:roa the student for higher e.nd more
di.tf'ioult learning.

?.

To provide for social experi&ncas and opportunities

foro students to engage in V{noluoma activities with the opposite

aa.x.

7l

a.

To cor:r.elate :£'o:r the students world histo:r.y and art

histo:r.y viith other al:'Efu of the cu:rriculum.
9.

To develop the :relationships between contempo:rsry

s:i:>t and daily l.i.ving in current events with the art and world
histories of the past.
10.

'l'o help in -t;ne development of well•:l.ntegrated

personalities.

It must be remembered by the art t>pprodation teaenez•
who is undertaking those secondary principles in addition to
instructional z•esponaibility, that no one aim should be set up
in isolation from all the others.

'.l!hese seoondal:'y pt•ineiples

al:'e all going to work hand in hand.

'.!:be

primar~

purpose oi'

teaching uworld of Artn must be constantly in the mind of' the
art teaehel'•

'l'he :Lnstructol' who is conduct;ing a program with

such broeHil and indefinite

s<~condsry

objectives will be doing a

poor job educationally if he cannot always connect his secondary
objeet:l.vea to his primary obje>ctives in the actual. olassl•oom
activity.
One of the

J~oremost

object:!.ves of the Wor•ld of Art teacher

should be to develop a simple appreciation of man's creative

thing he has to realhlll .l.a tl'lat art appreciation cannot actually

be taught.

He has to knoV1 that each student must develop it

within h.l.msel1'.

The studel').t is going to have to identify nim10
self. with the subject matter that is to be appveciated,
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Thia 6 of

cours<:~;

includes knowing, and in order to know

thing, one has to learn it.

some~

':Chua, the i'ol'.emos t thing to:r> the

art teao!le:r• to know is that art app:t>eoiation conoerns itself
with w·hat has to be learned.

This requires:
1.

Real analysis and understanding of art pr:!.naiples

hy tho art appreaiation instruator who hopes·to carry it

across to his students.
S.

ll:nowledge ot the limitaUons in the World at A.z•t and

poss:i.b:!.H.ties in the use of materials.
~.

The meaning of Ol'eativity in t;he history and flow

4.

The variotts problems involved in creativity in the

of art.

I
~

lI

history of art.ll
Tho hardest thing to accept by the art teache1• is that

art appl"ae:l.atit>n eannot be accomplished as an isolated a:tm ox•

subject araa-.. the various :lsolated idea!! must work together in
achieving the sum. total ob jeoti ve •

-·---.......--

0Hil.PT1U1 IV
GUIDANCE AND OOUNSELING PH!NOl:PLElS

IN ANT APPRECIATION

By the time a

sanio~

high student reaches the twelfth

grade he may have indicated an interest in a careel' .in art.

The viiall:l.t;r,

inteX'f.lst~

nnd challenge of his art expen:•ience

and his contact with the art appx•eciation teaeber w:l.ll

there~

fore be important in determining the decision he will make.

Counseling by the incH. vidual al't Macher is of utmost
signifieanee at this stage of development.

Many phases ot

pupil guidance can oel:"tainly be oal'l:•ied on as well or better
by other gu1dance speeinlists in the school organization u
by individual art appreciation teachers in a

11

\l'l'orld ot Art11

course.

However, helping a talented art student assimilate

adequate

into~ation

and acquire the proper attitude for making

aecis:!.ons a bout his career truly is a major opportunity .fol"
the teacher.
1.

~he

Six significant :r>easons fol' thi!il a:t>e:
art appreciation teacher is in close contact

with the students while they struggle through the Cl'eat:!.ve
processes.
2•

He is able to recognize the var:!.ations of abilities

and interests.

I
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i

I

~'>•

He oan supply the necess1n'y informat:l ve literature

when it will be 1'Jlost ef:t'eati ve .•

II

4.

He knows of the speo1.alized qualities necessary :!"or

suoaesa in the art oocupa tiona.

Ii

5 •. He can h!'ilttel' recwgnize talent and especially the
ability to apply 1 t-~evon when it becomes
6.

labor:!.o1~s.

:ehe art &ppreciat:!.on teacher is the most logical

pevson to counsel on vocational art education.
aounseling by the art appreciation teacher should no
longer

bE;~

considered apart from

th~:>

high sohool ourrioulum,

It

should be cotu'litkl:r.ad important in !IJeeting hhe need of the
llH'loleseent in his emotional adjuatrnent.

Unless oounsel.ing is

planned for the art student, :i.t can easily bocol'lle incidental
and often aupe:ro.t'ic:i.al and n<lg:leoted.
It ia undeva·tood that many adjust:memts to school, home,
and aoeial life havE! to be lll&de by- th<S l!lerly adoleae.ent. And.
1
often these adjua·traents atte not easy ones.
'llhare is reason

to believe that 1.nterest in al't is often the one .means of.
"getting to11 the student who needs assistance.
I!II't

a:r>preoia tion teacher oan. be ei'i'eoti ve.

In this way the

Sucoess in the

creative arts llWIY be the :f'aotor needed to help establish a
sense oi'

st~cur:tty

within the student•
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Efficient counseling in art utilize$ a daily contact
with the young person--to know hh aims, ambitions, abil:tties 1
spacial intel?ests, limitations, background, .and the conflicts
peculiar t.o this age level.
:!.:mmeasura ble importance.

Home visits are often of'

Knowing the student will ana ble the

art appreoiation teaoher to set up real challenges f'o:r the

competent !lnd gifted person anq 1 by the same token, to make
p:~.-opel'

allowances f'or• othe:va.

counseling se:vv:!.ces.

They measure factors such aa art

appl~e"'

c1,at.:i.on. des;lgn sense, and taste or :r>eaction to design elements.

~

I

lI
1

But it is important to stl:'ess a'h th:ta point that these app:r.'ec:!.ation testa can serve only as posd ble olt15!! to abilities ol:'
potentb.li ties.

The extent to ;wh:toh testing o.i' aet.ual appreN

oiation can be ce.rv:ted on :!.a still being

Nost art

teachers know that tho remotion of a student to on :!.solnted

design element, l'.md 1;o a p1•oduotion including a combination of
sevel:'&l elements, is a very different

I

e:~q>lored •

matt<~:v.

Hvnluation of •

active participation in tho creative process is also n z•athol•
dif'fj.eult thing to measure.

Scores i'1•om tosts can bo 1laed only

as an additional tool in fol:'mulnting plans by thf> art appro•
aiation ·teacho:r>.

!'Jut the results can sometimes indioato special

abilities :!.n particular areas.

It is important that the art.·
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appreciation teacher familiarize himself w:i. th such tests if
they are used by his school system in order that he may
intelligently interpret their significance to his students,
the parents o:t' his students, and other> teachers •
Parents may be expected to consult the art appl'eoiation
teaohel:' fox> advioe. usually when they i'eel their child hu
rl

I
~

l

exceptional a bill ty that ahould be developed •
guidance functions.

!

'

Here is where

The art appreciation teacher should emlour>age even the
genius to participate fully in the achool. ar•t pl'ogram and to
cai>ry on a vigol'OUSt nol"mal, healthy life with his agemates
during after .. sehool.hours.

!t he is to become an artist, no

harm will be done by delaying his specialized training in art
until after secondary school grsdua ticm..

On the other hand 1

considel'able harm can result from ill·direoted art axpel'ienees
in the early years.
It is so important for the art appreciation tMoher as

eoL1nselor to pl'ovide the information and background Which will
enable the student to make a wise choice :regai'ding an art
vocation.
choice.

;!;he teach$1' should not direct the 11111lection of a
When it is evident that a student lacks the. qual:tfi•

cations for success in vocational art, the art appreciation
teacher must suggest as many other vocational opportunities as
possible in other areas.

Th.e teacher !DUet supply as muoh

vocational literature as possible for the students and the
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pa~ents.

Re might invite

vocations.

a~t

professionals to discuss their

He should acqua.int students with art vocations

while creative problems are being deve.loped;.

He must try to

integrate guidance w1 th the "World of Art" oourae •

Listed below are some specific guidance services that

all u•t

app~eciation

teachers should know tmd keep in mind

who have had no e:l(;tnnai ve for•malizeq prepat'at:l.on in guidance
.methods and techniques •
1.

The art appveeia tion teacher !lJUst be willing to

follow suggestions from art specialists for classroom practices
which may help the pupil toward sel.f adjustment.

2.

The al:'t lilppl:'aciation teacher must look :l.'or interest

p&tt.em:ts and encourage pupils to explore career opportunities.

3.

He should keep an open file of art career informs•

tion and refel:' pupils to source material :l.n the library.
4•

The art appreeia tion teacher shoule::t show art oaree:r

films} display pamphl&tll, artielesf and posters on buHetin
boa:rds.
5 •.

HEI must acquaint pupils with fields of wo!'k and

leisure time aet:l.d ties for wh:l.oh a background in art has aig•
nificance.

e.

The art appreciation tel!'lcher must administer or

recommend the nslll of art achievement • interest, ami apt:l. tue::le
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tes·i;s

w~1ich

may add sonle helpful clues to senior high school

pup:tls in 'vhe:l.r choice of an::J preparation tor a caree.t' in the
fine arts.
7 •. He should invite various types of artists to meet
with the "World of Art" class and talk about oppol'tunities and
preparation requ:;l.red in their l'ElSpecti ve :f':l.elds.
8.

The art appreciation teachel' should visit places

in the community where pupils can observe wol'kers employed in
art and relatad fields.
9.

The tn.ot appreciation teacher should prepare and

conduct assembly programs in which oareerl'! in art and 1•elsted

fields are portrayed.
10.

Both oounselor and art appreciation teacher should

plan and conduct clubs which w111 provide special activities

tor• pupils with art intereB-ts •

i

11.

The ax•t appreciation instructov should obsel've

behavior pattema• ..the e.t'fects of any physical ov mental hand!·
caps of a pupil on his classrooxn work or his velationship with

other pupils.
12.

The n1•t appreciation tenchex• should be alert to

llUilke referrals to specialists on the stat :I.' when the pupils t
p!'oblems are teo dU'i.'icul t for the terAcher to resolve,
lS.

Both art appl:'eoiation teseber and art oounselo1•

should u.tiJ.izo student te.achers as extensively

~as

poss'ible, not

only to &oquaint prospective teachers with the opportunities
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tma l'lilspo;odbilities <>f art teachers but to involve these
oadeta as much as possible in the guidance aspects of the art
teachers·' pl:!ogram as listed above.
IV.

GUIDANCE OF TH:ll: GIJi"l'ED MlTIS'l'

Correct counseling by the art appreciation teacher for
the gifted artist is a complicated and delicate process.

The

foundation of counseling lias in the t'aot that there az•e per-

sorlal choices to he

made~~that

·the whole person is at once

The art appreciation teacher by no maana can lay down

involved.

rules and ar:r'ive at prompt or authoritative deel:!.sions.

He is

a wise friend who cQn only help in the analysis of pet•son2l
situations.

If he is a €:&OOd art counselor, he has at his colll!lland

facts obtained in interviews whieh might otherwise not be
He also knows the answers to questions the student

availa'ble.

might not think of asking for himself, and tYPes of tests par•

ticularly selected for art students that also might not o·the.r•
wise be available.
advantages.

':Phase are the art appl'eaiation teaahcn''s

And to these &hould be added a more comprehensive

viaw of the special area of interest.
Many authorities feel that the oounsel:l.ng of the g;itted
artist does not differ in natura fl'om the GOUnseling of other
students, but it does vary in its <!amanda on the counselor.

In

tha case of counseling of the gifted artist, inte:rviews will be
cono<~n"nad

primarily with the strengths and limitations

o:r

the

so
gifted child. and about his current and future opportunities.
Thom~;~s

Munr•o states that the art counselor and art

appr¢~ciation

teacher will not at any time minimize the impo:rtanoe of social
group wol'k a.fte:r school, the subject l11!ltter taught :l.n any
other field of study, or the goals of social welfare that
parents commonly seek.

The en•t appreciation teaehe:ro' s approach

to the :tnd:tvidual gifted artist will be a

mo~

person!ll. more

specific, lllr!<:l mo1•e pl:"aotieal one • 2
Thel~ei'ore,

guidl!lnee of

tht;~

gifted artist varies .from the

usual academically gif'l;ed student primarily in these three
:respects:
1.

Educational aud occupational oppor•tunities for the

gifted artist are utJually greater than for others.
2.

Gifted art:tsts become ready fo'I' self.,.appmieal and

self'~conoeptualization

s.

at higher levels and at earliest ages.

Gifted artists

m&(l

be subje.et to unusual pveasures

by parents, teachers, and others •.

I, .. ll!. Terman points out that gifted tn•tists are not
necel:lsarily good atv.dents ln the academic sense.

the

!l1't

Occasionally

teacher will meet students who achieve superio:r per ..

formanoes in such areas as mechanics, art, dramat music, and
sooial leadership but who have low grade ...point averages.

It :ts

8l
probttbly

they

tru~

pz>oeeed~d

f'.telds •

that .they could make more of their talents :!.i'
with radvatHied study :tn thai:!' respective u>t ·

Natur!llly, the at•t counsel ox> and ap;pl'eeia tion teaohel'

should encourage them .to do so.

He may aPrange for speClial

tHislstanee in ovel•oomJ.ng acade!llio defio.tene:tes so that the
gifted artist w:!.J.l not be discouvaged or even pl•ever.rt;ed from

taking aclvaneed training.

Meanwhile the art appvee.i!ltion

teacher will encou1•age the student to take full advantage of

such eurvont oppol•tunit:!.es in h:l.a fia.ld of epeciali.zation as
a.re pPovidE!Id by local indust1•ies,

r;Iuseums~

galleries, community

music and drtmla flil'oups 1 and social .. set•viee Ot•ganizations.

In

the guidance of these special cases, the art appreciation teacher
stimuhltes individual childl•lln. and thus pvomotes opportuni tieil
fo·p them. 3

I

One of the ll!OS'C important queations an art appreciation

teachtn• should ask himself is, "Should I guide this gifted ax•tist
toward what I believe to be best for• society?"

Also,

11

Will

society be best sel'ved if I guide the gifted artist to choose
the occupation that best will serve society?"

Art appreciation

teachers and eounselovs have to also consider suob. quos-t;iona
as, "Should the actions of gifted artists be det~n·mined by the

3L. M. Terman, '.i:ha Gifted Child Qgows Up (Palo Alto:
Stanford University Pz>ess, 1957), PP• 2• •
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w:tshea of. pa:uenta? 11
'

1

11 By

tl:.l6 •force

of local school· regulations?"

By the teaching O!' the ehtll'ch?" . "If so, which church?"

'1Sinca many of the gifted artists seem equally capable of

going in any one of many d:trectiona, shall any ol' all of the
above be detel'll'lining fa1.rtor•s in their. young l:l.ves, and what
shall

be

done i f there ls oon1'liot?11

'l'hese ar•e .1ust o raw of the questions and p1•0blems art
app1•eola ·bion teaahe!'S have to ask and face in the guiding of

the gifted artist.

It is no easy job.

The teacher should give

the counselee all the :t'aots and let him decide tor h:!.msalf.
The di!'fieul ty vd. th this answer is simply that all the f'aots
o!i\n seldom be lmovm even by the gifted •

Another obvious di.f'f':l.-

eulty is that some gif't;od a:tttiats can reject or ignon> facts as
fast as they can be given and they see$ not vthat is, but what
they only want to see.
dictory.

gven these gifted artists are

contra~

Many app:!?ecia tion teachel:'s have had a herd time mald.ng

their oounselees gpasp the significance of time concepts too.
'l'he rneve giving of the f'mcts will not !'E!sult in wise choices by

the g5.i'ted artists who 1:n.•e not ye·b sure they know vthat' they
want to do o:r know where they al'e going •.

·~he

gifted artist into certain tl•airting or occ:upat:l.on!'ll

tunitias'?

oppor~

This sometimes seems tempting but it is said that

:l.:t' n taacher does direct the gif·ced al'tlst, ·tho student may use
the teacher as a soapegoa t i f :t'ailttl"EE should follow and that
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the student will have missed an opportunity to develop his own
skill in making decisions, and he may eventually lose faith
in hiS own ;Judgment.

At present, it aeema that the best

solution to the dilemma of the art appreciation teacher in
these matters or guiding the gifted artists is that of a
combination of informing, advising, and talking things out
according to the individual needs.

As of now, research has

not revealed the answers to the questions asked.
VI.

'l'ECHNIQliES OF' GUIDANCE APPI,ICABLE 'fO

FUTUHE GIFTED AR'.l'IS:J:S

The question that art appreciation teachers ask them•
selves is how can one disoovex• and distinguish the al'tist from
ordinary students in an art appreciation class?

The art

teacher should know that performance is the real test of the
artist.

To find artists a teacher must supply them with an

environ111ent that encourages free expression.

The appreciation

instructor mueyt provide occasions, situations that call for
the vaPious kinds ot per•fo:rmance he is e:mploying as a test •
The art appr•eoistion teacher• must aid in suggesting teehni.ques.

The true artist will adapt the instruetorls techniques to his
use or simply reject them until some other time when they
appear to him to suit his pux•pose better.

The art appreciation

instrueto!' teaches students and guides them by helping them to
do, to make, to. learn, to be.

Those who show r•athe.r consistently
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that they have ·the gleam, the double sight, the "aure 11 touch,
usually turn out to be the prospective artists •
What techniques of guidance should be used by the art
appreciation teacher fo."r the students who have demonstmated
that they possess the several qualities that distinguish
artists?

No single plan will b$ suitable hr all oases.

But

some principles may be established from which practice will
allow variations as often as they are desirable.
The posa:ible techniques ot guidance that could be
s.ppl:loabl& to ax•tists by the a:t>t appreciation teacher are:
1.

The lil:r?t appl"eoiation teacher working with the

laboratory art instruetor could set up a curriculum tor the
student-artist that will r•ssure hiru an opportunity to learn
desirable social attitudes and habits.

Art appreciation

teachers know that art is not practiced in a vacuum.
to have social
needs.

valuE~.

If' 1 t is

it must be somewhe:r?e rele ted to social

The individuality ot the artist is not se.criticed but

enhanced by social contacts.

'l!he art instructor should realize

that during adolescence when associations permanently enrich
the pe:r?sonlfllity of the individual, extensive social lite

should
be available so that eccentricities will not be revealed later. 4
2•

Since the artist must always create largely out of

his own inne:r resou1•ces • the senior high school must provide
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enriched int!illlectual experiences on whioh the stuclent ...artist

I
I

may draw ucording to his own particular intellectual capacity.
Stereotyped academic lmowlet'lga ia not the key, but knowledge
or the 'past, interpreted through a study or the history and
development of his own field should give him a foundation for
h:l.a practice.

3.

~he

such practice gives are extra social value.
art appreciation curriculum for the senior

high school student•al'tist lrfill provide some technical tt•ain:tng

in his craft and rala ted ones as well.

!t should give him soll!e

practice in his own :t'isld so that his education will no·!; be
made up 01' prapa:ration t'Ol' his special WGl'kJ it will be a part

preparation in his field •

In Gvder to pravent his becoming

too narrow in his specialty, he should have some tNtining in
other creative tielda.

The painting student will find some•

thing ot value in dancing and something from poetry.

In no

cue shall the study of the a:r>t subJects be conditioned upon
the student's sulHiess in soma other subject, requi:r>ed or
tive.

u

al~Hl ..

The school will not use the student's interest in art

a means of ;t'ovcing him into effort spent on the traditional

subject mliltter of high school cour'ses unrelated to h:ts interests.

the grach<a'bion o:t each student into wh11.t is to be for hiJU the
ne11:t step in his development as an artist. 0

CHAPTER V
TESTS AND !IIEASUREMEiNTS USED IN T.!:IE Am' APPRJ.~C!A'l'ION OOUruJE

r.

PHESEN'l! 'l'ESTS IN AR':C APPl'lEOIATIOlf AND THEIR FALLACIES

Recent research in a.I't eduea tion h1a1 at last b6en con..

earned with the problems of tests ancf! measuremEmts.

Because

of the success Of aptitude and achievement tests in oth0r
fields of education, art education has taken it upon itself to
see if :l. t really is possible to measure and give tests in thb
creative, personal field.

Some of the tests that have already

been created are simple scales that measure drawing snd other

constructive a b:l.li ties; others a1•e px•e;l.'erenee tests, designed
to measure ability in ordli!t' to judge art values.

The latter

usually present two or more variations ot a certain art t'ol:'l11,
such as landscapo, :people, flowers, bowl of f:r•uit.,

The student

that is being tested is to grade them in order o:r. the:l.1• value 1

or to express his prefevence among the al teJ?nati vas.

His

answers are scored e.ecom:l:l.ng to a supposedly correct list, and

his judgment is thus measured.

The correet answers are usually

decided on, fivst, by taking some art wovks of more or leu
established :r•epuhtion and then n1aking oopie111 :!.n whioh some ..
thing is distorted to :make :l.t w.rong.
original i.s natu:rally

usm~ed

A :reproduction ot the

to be better than the diato:rted

one and both these are then given to art oritios, teachers so
that a consensus can bo aveed upon.

There must be agreement
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among the judges so that the agreed upon seale of preferences
will be a correct sc,1le for measuring.
However. the ·oruth is that no ol'grmized, scientifically
worked out test can truly measure aesthetic judgmenc, in the
sense of measuJ?ing whether a person• s judgment; of art is good

or bad, right or wrong.

It can only measure the extent to

which a person agx•tHlS with the consensus

o:l~

opinion.

If tests of this kind e.nd type a1•e used to measure

l!lueeeas in the erGative fields, the results may be damaging.
This will be anotbe:r• step toward standardizing public taste.
A "consensus ot opinion, 11 regardless ot what art critics,
ai•t:!.sts are imr()lved, can neVei' measure the ci•itical factor of
aesthetic judgment in an appreciation course.

It is difi'icul t

for a testing situation to evex• evaluate a pupil's srt:l.atio
capacities. his artistic sensitivities, his critical thinking
oapaeitias. 1
II •

ART APPRECIA'l'ION TESTS

It is mora impol'tant to stress in testing in an art
appreciation course:
1.

The ability 'to perceive form in art,

2.

'I'o grol.\P relations between visible detai.ls.

3.

To understand associated maan:tngs :tn relation to
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4.

To evaluate a work of art :tn·telligently tlwough

comparing it with others and relating it to one's own needs.
It is more important to look for. certain abilities in

appreciation.

An art appreciation teacher should be primQrily

ooncerned with what students like or dislike, find beautitul

or ugly in art, or with how they may rank works o1' art in order
of preference.

If a person oan do the four main and general

things established above • an a:t•t appreciation teache:v should
oare little whether his likes and dislikes in art are the same
as his..

!t they differ, the ·t;eaoher knows the student has a

right to his opinion.

All these tour abilities are present to

some extent in young students.
development and training.
to any great extent?

'.!.'hey are capable of gradual

Can they be quanti tat:!. vely mei:U:Jur•ed

Thomas Munro suggests that the ability

to perceive form in an art appreciation course can be divided
into ability to peroeive different kinds ot form, such u
linear pattern, Clll>lor arrangement, arrangement of masses in
deep space, and these ln turn into still more abilit:!.ea broken
down even .t'urther.

H1i! states that the move art appreciation

teachers subdivide the field of aesthetic behavior, the more it
becomes capable of exact observation.e

eMunro,

£&. oi t *
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I
II
Ii

III.

TESTS OF CREATIVE ABII>IT'¥'

I t will 'be di:t'f'icul t to achieve in the near future any

:reliable scale or test for measuring creative ability in art.
The creative p1•oeess in the f'ine

is still something

~a·ts

teachers of ar·t appreciation have to recognize aa mysterious
and incomprehensible.

It cannot at tho present be objectively

recognized ov measurecl.

However, there at•e cel'tain kinds of

tests that could throw considerable light on the very nature
of creativeness .among senior high school students and aid us

in judging it fairly.
The wrong way is the way many art appreciation teachers
conduct these testa.

'.!.'hey arrange a

11

dt•awing seale" of pio•

tures of a person, object, t•sl'l;ed in o:r•dar from very bad to

very good, and then propose that high sohool students'
drawings be graded by their resemblance to one or another of
these a:l(amples •
devised, or how

It makes no diffarEmce how the scale is
statist:t~s

subatantiate it.

The idea is wrong

in principle, since it assumes that there :La a definite o:rdel'
of values t<mong ways of drawing an ob jeot.

Some art apprecia ..

tion teachers actually feel that realistic drawings or drawings
dona by the old masters at•a the ''best" exampliH!.

standa.t•ds?

By whose

'l'aaehers do not seem to realize that the child who

cannot or will not draw realistically, who producea drawings
like the "mediocritios 11 of' the sealli!, may be gropirlg awkwardly
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toward some highly personal kind or stylistic simplification.

I
I

I

As tal:' as can be

S<!Em

today no single seale of ranked examples

in appreciation could possibly be made which vmuld allow for
such cases.
If we wish to mfHtSU:t'e some definite kind and type of

I

skill, such as the ability to copy accurately from memory a
linear pattern one has just seen, that is quite possible and
wor·th doing.
At the present time there is only one general way to
grade studentt s art appreciation vmrk fairly on the necessary

basis of creative ability.

This requires that the teacher

himself shall have learned to appreciate and understand the
many kinds of art in the world history of a:rt.
broadent~d

will he be able to

of values in atudents • work.

~cognize

Only by being

the many d!:t':t'erent kinds

!f the al't teaohe:t' himself is an

enl:tghtene.d man he will not allow a nal:'z•ow set cf' principles
tc determine his evaluations.

!:!e shotild not be concerned with

dry mechanical skill or realistic reproductions.

He should look

for vitality, strength in color, imagination and expression
regardless of how crude the drawing may be.

!:!e l!nows that this

is difficult to detel!'llline but it is possible to select those
which have 1'something to say» or
Also,
possible.

abilities.

work~sample

11

soma sign!! ot lite."

tests may be made as Peveal:l.ng as

'J:'hey may be made to bring out the ohild' s best
It is not enough to say »Draw something.'1

hinde1• ·Lhe student's imagination because wh<m he says

Th:t.s will
11

What?, 11

the seeds of stereotyped answe:Nl are planted within him.

lie
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will be mor•e concerned to pl$ase the instructov ratheJ:• than
himself. · Also an al't · appx•ecia tion t.eaoher should not say •
"Copy this droawing."
Jifo one art tasll: or test or measurement can bring out the
total abilities in art ox• art appreciation.

The most suitable

ans\ver is to call !'ol' several different tasks .. each designed
to involve many tastes and abili t5.e~;~,
VIU'iation should 'be allowed •

harmful.

flo om for :Lnd:t vidual

Too much standardization can be

A1•t appreciation instructors should hesitate giving

the same test

OV$cl•

the same material :Ln the same condition :Ln

the same time because controlled conditions can deter creative
expression.

Fo:tt :l.nstanoe 1 the shy, inhibited, and slow-thinking

childran"'•llome of whom may be the best artists of nll .. -can not
1

do well in any sort o;l." :t'omal test.

I

be the nnswero.

i

l

Standardized results cannot

The appl:'eciati<:m test may have to ·taka into

consideration the work done by a oh1ld alone 1 at home, in school
under unrestricted conditions.
IV.

CRITERIA FOR )\I!EAiilUBEMEln' AND EVALUATION
IN Arl!r APPRECIATION

The Forty..titth Yearbook of the li!atioMl Soo.iety for the
Study of Education includes in i t the

11

Measul'eme:nt o:t' Under•

standing" and sta·tas that the eroi teria for m&sauroment and
evaluation in a.asthetias and art appreaie.tion should have these
as objeotives,.
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1.

Evidences of distinctive emotional responses in

art appreciation.
2.

Manifestations of individual and personal quality

in a learner's responses and work in art appreciation.

;:s.

Responsiveness to form in the "World of Art."

4.

Sensitivity to the medium being used in art

appre~

ciation~

s.

Personal satisfaction in the aesthetic process

itself in the "World of Art. 11
6.

A wish to share aesthetic) e1.'"Per:lences end achieve•

menta and an interest in the responses of c:rthers to one's own
endeavors in the art and aesthetic appreciation. 3
The aesthetic process in an art appreciation course is
one ir1 which personal and private emotional values and intima•
tiona al"e made obji!!Otiva--that is, discussed openly in the nworl.d

ot !.rt" oourose •

It is true that the artist does not work

primarily to please his audience 1 but he sincerely tl'iea to
convey his own intimations as perfectly as ha can.

The vital

meaning of his whole enterprise is to say something to some•
body••even 11' only to himself..

Authentic aesthetic

understand~

ing must be present.
testing only to a limited extant in the art appreciation course.

3James Mursell, "The Measurement of Understanding in the
Nationlill Society to:r· the Study of Education: l\'Iea.sure.•
ment of Understandinf• Part r, Forty-fifth Yearbook, (Ohieago,
TF.ie"uii!verslty of! Oh oago Press, 1946), PP• 204 ..207.
l~ine Arta~
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V.

EXAMPLES, EXPEHIM8N1'S, JllqD IDEAS FOR

MeASURES IN ART APPREOIA'l:ION
A~t

appreciation teachers have a variety of techniques

for measuring understanding and comprehension in the fine arts.
Study of student appreciation

~·

Some teachers take

drawings made at the beginning of the year and oom;pal•e them
with those made

nea~

the end of the yeal'.

For a ease auoh as

this, the following quelities should ba eondderad in deter•

mining the degree of understanding and appreehtion.
1.

Jl:.t'feotive organization or composition.

2.

Expressiveness, originality.

3.

Technical facility (use of medium).

4.

Suitab!li ty for purpose.
Aooeptability. 4

5.

It would be safe to assume that the g:rowtb. of the pupils

during the

yea~

as shown by comparison of drawings made at the

beginning of the year with those made at the closing of the
year is good evidence of understanding.

':Chis is a scale of

development.
Analysis

.2£.

pupil :r;asponses

1u

art app:t'eoiation.

The

:('ollowing questions may be helpful in obtaining evidence of

unde:vsten<Ung in thi'!l field of al:'t appreciation•

These questions

4 Estella Ill:'!udaen, Child:J;>~'m 1 s Art l~ducation (Peo:via, Ill.;
Chas. 11.. Bennett Co., .!no., 1957)1 p.4'7.
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could be employed as items in a l:'ating scale" with three or
.more categories (such as li!Uperiox•, excellent, above !il.VEil'age,
average).

Records of these

r~rttings,

made from time to time,

ean afford a usei'ul basis J.n a "World of Art" class for
determining growth in understanding with respect to various

types of outcome.

by

1.

Do you enjoy your al:'t class?

2.

Are you observant of the appearance of things?

3.

Are you original and independent in your expl'essions'i

4.

Do you communicate ideas clearly in your drawings?

5.

Are you able to criticize your own work and pm>fit

the criticisms of ethel's?

e.

Do you see art in everyday living?

7.

Do you shovr an understanding of basic principles of

organization•wemphasis, repetition. balance, etc.?
8.

Are you making good choices?

9.

Are you able to organize forms suitable fop gi van

purposes?
10.

Is art functioning in your aetiv:tths outside of the

art class? 5
TyPical gue31tions for !.!l u•t aepreciatiog eour•se••es.sey
~·

Listed below are some examples of questions that an art

appreciation teacher should be concerned about :l.n his

11

World of

5 :auth Mock, Pl'ineiples g! Art Teaoh:tns,. (Philosophical
Library, Inc., New York, l95ID.
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Ax>t" course.

These questions a:re b:road in scope but allow

the students to p:roject the:!.!' own i'ea:i.ings, emotions, person•
ali ty into the answers.

,.-

They can test and mi'UISUre the

detailed accuracy of the learners and yet allQW room tor their
own creative imagination:
What is art?

What is aesthetics?

What is style?
Can you distinguish betTteen a national, l'egional,
pel:'sonal style?

Are there any absolutes in art? Why?
Why are there individual styles within a given histori•
eal period?
What are structural qualities in art?
1illherl1l did our t11u•m

I
I

11

art 11 ot•iginate?

What relationship has beauty to art?
Othl1lr genellal questions that require a more specific

nature of answers are:
Why has ut in so:me ages been beet produced in one mE!dium?
Why have certain styles been beet produced in certain

mediums, euoh as Impressionism in

paintin~?

Where did art gnlleries and museums begin and why?
Who were the early art critics?
When did art histoz•y develop as a field o1' humanistic and
scientific learning, and why?

'

!-
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What di..fferenae does it make if a work ot art is copied?
Why b

th:l.s considered inferiol'?

The questions asked here are of a more general nature
end any art appreciation student could. answer questions such
as these with considerable detail rmd without too much trouble.
But the student will have to have ability to express himself
and his idetiis.

!i
f,M

~

Other essay type questions that could be given to senior
h1ah
students in the
o

11

W<lrld of A1•t" course are t

Does the art of the

~

px•es~mt

have a signi:t'ican·b pattern?

Why does the contemporary point of ·view in art begin

I.

with Impresaion:l.sm?
Did the so.,. called "model:'n" styles bl.\lg:l.n a bout the time
of' the l!'rench Hevolution?
Is 1 t possible to produoe "a wo:t>k of art 1' without con·tent,

i

I

1

l'ecognizable subject, ov iconography?

I

I
I

,---

If art is a primal urge$ why is it not always repreaen•
tational?
Typipal guestions
tive

~·

£2!

an art liiERl'eoiation cou:t'se-•objeo•

As :f.'a:t> as objective tests are concerned in art

appreciation, the b\ilst test, would seem to be the multiple choice
questions"

The student has to place a check maa•k in the blank

before the best completion of each of the following statements.
Oeoasionally as many as two or three check marks may be used in

,----'
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This will aid the saniov high

answering a single question.
school student.

The purpose of this exercise is to test the

student's unde:t>standing of the detailed su'bjectmatter.
'l'he 1nateh:l.ng questions that follow the multiple choice
qul!lations are designed in order fo:t' the student to w:v:l. te the
nunaber or• nurabers in the right oollll!ll1.

Not all numbers will

be used and some may ·be used seve:val times.

Both thesE! testa

IU'EI

ot the objective type and should

be conside:r.ed as such in the appl'Etc:l.a tion ooura•s.

Their validity,

t•olia.bility, and usability can be carefully analyzed by the art
instruoto:v before the test is allowed to be takerh
Completion ques)(ions
1.

Egyptian art is the baat .. known a:r.t of the andent

oriental o:l. vilizationa because#
a.

the Egyptians left behind written :r•eeo:vds,

b.

the Egypti.ans built of pel'l!lan(llnt materiallh

o.

of its isolation.

d.

of special oondi tions that oO!Ilbined to praserve
mo:t>e of it.

2,

Arohite(lture :l.n Egypt is derived :t'rom the. house form,

and thus most apparent in the
a,

:t'o:rm of the py:r>smid.

b,

plans of torabs and temples.

c.

persistent use early materials.

d.

pe:r.sistent use o:t' early forms in ornament.

3.
fh

Subject matte:!/' :l.n Egypthn ttvt wu
preocoup:I.Eid with death.
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i

I

I
I
I

b.

___ conventional and abstraot in treatment.

o.

___ entirely religious in function.

d.

___ both aeculs1• and religious.

I
Ii

Matching Questhns

A.

oJ:>chestra

1.

pyramid form

realism

2.

father of organic architecture

___ architrave

s.

stepped tower

-- Frank Lloyd Wright

4.

designer of the

5.

blue .. gref!l.n cenunio

th

l1'rench style of painting:

ImpresrJionism

___ Louis Bull:!. van

11

Hoble House"

nineteenth oentuvy

___ Ziggurat·

7.

lintel

a.
e.

gold and

ivo~

covered walk

10.

emblem o.f Amon ..ra

ll.

cone shape

OHA'(''l'Ji; R VI
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In the preceding chapters of the thesis a proctlol\\1. a:rt
appveciation program has been suggested, a progran1 whiol::l.<.:alls
attention ·to the home and work surroundings and daily living
of a student.

It bas been the majox• contention of the thesis

thet art has much to oontx•ibute to dl!lily living in the sense
that this would be a wonderful world if all of its natm•al
beau·by were preservad, if' mol'e of lts potentitll beauty were
developed

thl~ough

an int:roduotion of the fine u•ts in the class•

l"Oom, and i f senior high school students grew up knowing and
understanding what the world of art really has to

oont~·ibute

Tho ultimate aim of secondary school education is to
develop a complete !!lnd x•ounded pe!'li.lonality within the student.
An

lll't

appreciation program contx•ibutaa to this goal by making

the student voalize he should (1) obaevve keenly and x.•eeot
vividly; (2) develop memor•y

fJnd

imagination; (3) exercise judg•

ment and discrim:Lnetion.; ( 4) express ideas

cour~J.geously

logically; and (5) construct with power• and vision.

and

Cu1•ios.i,.ty,

imagination, and inventiveness can be al'Otl$ed, provided that
the student has a lively and sincere interest in adding these
qualities to himsel:r.

A true app!'eciati.on of art oan be devel-

oped if a student is allowed to play an activlil, not m passive,
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part in his own educative processes.

A love ot beauty cannot

be 'ignited in him solely by exposing him to culture but must
come through personal e:s;perienoe and personal undex•standing

ot the qualities that he himself has struggled to attain.

It

has l.:l$en the task of the thesis to develop a new oourae outline
with examples of methods of pl'esentation ·that could create a
spirt ted and al'oused group of i'utuz•e c1 tizens who would be
able to make independent evaluations of the contributions ot
the pl'esent and pest.
Culture in our communities must develop through the life
and strength of each individual in that community.

ot

a~t

reflects that in the past all forms of art were onee

part of daily living.
live again for us.

I

The story

Today we must make these expressions

Today we must try to give equal value to

all forma ot living art and make contempora:ey' or past examples

function as one natural exp.:ression so that it can enrich our
own lives •.
J;n Ol'der for art to eur:l.oh the 11 veil of seeondavy lllehool
students, the new outline and methods of presentation developed
within the thesis is veeommended

fOX'

the inclusion into the

the actual "World of Art" course that is going to be taught at
the Amos Alona.(l Stagg High School in September of 1960.

It is

reoomlll6nded that thiS t'iniitl presentation be a two.. semester
course that will supplant the original one-semester course,
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The aims of the new art appreeiation course are (l) to aid the
student :i.n the development of a complete and roundecil personality;
(2)

to equip him for active, full participation in the life of

the community; and (a) to fostel' in him a love of art and to
make him sensitive to it in all its forms.
This course itself illustrates that through art appre•
Clliatlon the individual is aided in attaining mental, spiritual,
and aesthetic g:vowth.

~·hrougb.

el't appreciation the individual

becomes an integral part of the co1lll11Unity.

The ideal and well•

rounded member of the community is both constructive and
selective.

He either C:Pee:tes or he recognizes aesthetically

.t'1ne e:Kpreslilion and :rejects that which is only fashionable or

ssnntional.

Through al't appreciation the indhidtual learns

to appreciate art in all its forms and to recognize art as a
.t'oree whioh has always shaped the l1 ves and destinies of man•
kind.
The fundamental prooedu:ttes of the "World of Al't., course
ave (l) teaching the liltudent to recognize and to unde:vstand the

underlying struotwe oommon to all forme of art; (2) helping
the student to learn through personal experiences; and (3) teach•
1ng the student to realize the i!llPortance

e~~t

each experience

as a link in the chain of his knowledge.,

It is i'el,t that ii' the new "VJo:rld of Art" eouwse follows

the newly

desigm~d

outl1m;) an.d daily lesson plans, the language

of art will remain. with the student always u a means of

102
understanding the best e:f'fol'ts of mankind.

It will enable

t;he student to enjoy the visible world and to appreciate even
the most modest effol'ts of those vtbo wish till 1mp:!'ova them•
selves and thei:to environment,

Awa:veness of beauty will :rtot

only lead to a eonstruotive improvement of the. world .but will
also help in aob.:l.eving the well ..:vounded imU vidual seoondary

education hopes tor.

i
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G:ttadiU

(Senior High School)

Prepare.d by:

Subjeot;

"World Qf Art11

Date:

--!B

Title of Unit:
~-Topics

''Meeting l:IW118n Needs''
Unitt

1.

Introduction to art. authetics and millaning.

2.

Awaran«UJU

~he

key to whether you are dead or

alive.

s.

Art in the ho1111l! ~ community, religioxh

...

A er:tt:Loal. survey ot art resources in our

oommuni ty •
lh

;tm;portanee of good taste •

:flni t Ti1111l! AUotmeat:

l''itteen days

Beginning ot new eEimester

li'ol.l®s Un&t Qa.f

Precedes Unit Q.n¢

11

The Pt'Oblem of Orgenllllatioru

Design

Pr:l.no:!.p1es and Design llilomente"

General OpJeotivUt
1~

The genel:'l!!l d:m 1s to intl'oduee bade tel"l!!s, m.ean•
ingl!l

a.

The

(Jf

art and aesthetics to l!tudents.

seec:~nd

Qbject1'Ve is to duo:ribe the common

qual1 ties in a:rt and the

:s.

l'IIEUII'!.ing

of art.

The th.hd objective is to illustrate to the student

euctly what art resouroes are in the community.

llO
The final general obJeothe iS to eres.9Hlf1tllin the

4.

I

student the importance and idea ot good taste.
'l'rooedurest

1.

The 1'undalll6ntal pvooeam•e to be followed in
achieving the geneX>al object! v.-u, will be ·ot the

•.Useussion•lectuve method.
will be used in unit.
m~aterial

2.,

l'llimeog:raphet:l material

The student will keep all

in a notebook.,

'l'he prel!lenta tion oi' various al't torms used as
examples of nGreat A:rt" will be introduced.

Among

those 1ntrochU'u.H3 will be J

"La Grande Jattelf

Eh

Seux>atH

b.

Frank Lloyd lih•igb.ta

1.'-1.

Roabu

d~

Debututy:

"Balsao"
11 F'all1ng

e. E1sensteint

1I
I

I

s.

"Falling W!\\te:zo"

11

Watev Drops"

l3a ttleship l"otet~Jkin'*
Dat~ce"

t:"

l?!il volt':

"Ths

S•

Deame:u

''Poem:

Loven

An assortment of viSual photos will be used to il.lue ..
bate the difference between the ncknowledged gveat
and not so

g:NJ~a t

wo:t.>ks of f;lrt •

by a discuasion ..lecture.

~his

'Vltill 'be i"oUowed

The viSual matel?ial will

be taped to the chalkboard so that chalk analysis
ean be used to illustrate the basic forms..
4. The showi!l.i ot films will be necessary to illuminate
the l!l$&1'ling and signiticsnoe ot art in everyday U.te.

lll

These motion p:l.otures will be s·uppl1ed by the
Stockton Unified School District

Aud1o~V1susl

,

Library and will cons::Lst ot:

a.

"Art and Motion" (l4 min•)

b.

11

(h

"Picture in Your Mind" (16 min.)

d.

11

Na tul'e

ot

Color11

l''iddl.e De Dee11

(

(

lO mirt.)

4 min.)

Filmstrips will also cJ:arUy the meaning of art:

a.

"Let's Look at a Pe.int:l.ng'1

b,

"Color"

c.

"L.:I.nes"

d.:

11

Hevllll& tion

fieferences and jlate£:1.a:Ls

l2 J!!

ot Beauty in Na tu:ve"
Used:

Primary reterenoes will be:
1.

Laurence Buel'!neyer, 'l'he Aesthetic Expel'iance.

2.

Sheldon Cheney. Ex.)ilrUsioniiOm

l.:S.

Horat Lanson, 'i'he Stor;r:

•~

Katharine Gibscm, Pigture'! ..A2 Grow .!lR

5"

Gyorgy .Kepes 1 Lanrotap;e $Jl. Vision.

.!! Art.

st. Piintine; !!?£, Yow

People.

~·

Other reference books will be use4 at the discretion of

descriptions and ph:l.louophiea will be distt•ibuted daily.

The

student will have a variety of matorial to make ..the content

interesting for him.

(See Sec. b)
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As!!ignmentt
Because the "Wol'ld of Art" course will be offered as
an elective during the optional period, students will not be
:required to spend more than fol'ty•five minutes a night on
homework.

Howeve:t>, students will be requil"ed to;

1.

Keep a d.aily notebook for the va:rious mimeographed
matel"ie.l received in class.

2.

Spend at least :f'orty.,tive minutes pel' night in :read•
ing outside re:f'e:renees.

(See appendix)

One or more

,---

reading auignments will be made per week depending
upon the academic rea41ng level o!' the class.·
3..

Wx>ite a two to ;t'oul' hundred word evaluation at the
end of each week ducr:!. bing progress made .•

•·

:!l!<Ktra ored1 t v<ork 111ill be aoee:pted dter a consul•
tation with the inatruotor.

6.

Students are to take notu on teacher leotlli'tU1 1
films, oral X'eJiHilrts • and grou,p presents tions •

Not&s

will be eolleoted and graded as to .t'o:l'ITI, content,
and

signi1:'1eance~

Evaluation#
Evaluation will be made at the conclusion o!' the time
allotment and will be established after a class discussion
regarding whe·eher previously established objectives have been

met or not ..

,·

1-·I
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EXAMPLE 011' FIR$T Sii:!WES'.rEH CLASSROOM PRESEN'l'A'l'ION:

l

I.

,.Meeting Human Needs"
Introduction to art, ustbetios and meanins
1.

~

Nature of art and aestheUos

a.

Detin:l.t:l.on of art

!I

b.

Clol'lll!lon qualities in great art

II

Ch

Meaning o:f.' art

~

"il

OF AR'l'u

(b)

A.

i

11 WORLD

Diseussion-Leetul'e:

''WHA'l' IS ART? 11 , u

introduced by the a:rt

appreciation teacher.
11

How do vie decide what :maku up al't and what dou not?

Why is it, tor example, that many of the paintings and sculp•

I

-i
~,

"

'

tures

ot Michelangelo are thought to be masterpieces while the

works o:f.' other artists who lived at the same time are not

~

considered :mastel'pitH.lea?

Wey is 1 t that many people P·re·.ter and

~~

praise Greek architecture

rathe~

I
I

l

~~-

i

the architecture of' the middle ages?

1i
]

think that today. with the

!

I

,--

have any signU':toant

e;~~:oaption

aroh1teotu~e

-

than Roman architecture or
Why do soma art oritioa
of' a few men, we do not

of our own in the United

States.
Pel:'haps the mo1:1t important question of' all that we have
to ask ourselves i.a the one that deals with the establishing of
Emy single standard by which we judge work$ of art!'

:---

.114

(Diaouss:lon)

"Is it possible for a place of

e.rchitectul:'e~

or music,

or sculptuwe, or painttng• or motion picture to have something
in common?n
board.)

(In&truetor pdnts to five oxamples on the chalk..

"As you can see here• you osn feel swift upward

movement.

You feel thlil majestic :roz•ce of a scul:ptu!'ed figure• ..

you feel calm and set•enity in this ps:l.nt:l.ns and soothnen of
Sibelius•s or Debullsyls mudc.fl
11

All great wol'ks of al't havo11 the megnit':Leent power of

arousing the beholder, the resulting .feeling ol" Elmotion is that

source of pleasure celled aesthetic pleasure.
dependent on a pa:rticulsr

plac;~e

or time..

It ls not

It is within us.

Another great qualit;y that is common to all great wol'ks of art
is that

ot order and repoae•...the result of a care tully planned

whole.

All great. works o£ srt••whe.tber simple or

aomple:~t.,. ..

have been planned with <:iu•e •
Now th!l.t we haVEJ d.i&OWiUled common quslities in great I!U't*

do you have any qualities that you consider to be of importance

"We have ditUIUS$ed common qualities in art.

go on to the meaning of

si:'t~

Now let.ls

We leamed :that tb.e aesthetic

i- ----'

c---1=-~

ll5
emotion

1$

something which is mc:rving, which must. be experienced,

which cannot be pl:'OVed and cannot be communicated to other ·
In ather words, art is e>f a mystical character.

people•

great art conveys a message.

All

Since the l,emgUQge of art ill

universal, ·the message can be understood by all.

It we really

take the time, we can discover v1hat the artist wi.shes to say
in his art, regardless or medium he chooses.

artist may say something about himself:

Sometime the

his loves• his interests,

or his emotional responses to people and to things «about him.

Otten it is his impression of the actual world in which he finds
himself.

'l:'he artist t s thoughts may be philosophical, spiritual,

id&distie, militant• :t'antestic, humorous, kindly, or 'bittel'o
!!.'hey may run the full :range of physical and emotional eXperiences.
We must keep in mind that countless thoughts end emotions have

'been eXpresilled and have been made eternal in some tangible,

concrete forms of art.

For example, Vincent Van Gogh was moved

to paint "Wheat Fields 11 shown on the bulletin board.

Through

this painting his devotion to nature is immediately made clear
to us.

He phtures the sto:t>y of life in the yellow grains of

wheat stslkll end

~also

conveys an unmistakable, intense message

'.Chis meuage, regardless o:t' what form ot art, is the
motivating force behind s reaJ.. wo:ttk of art.

The means that the

artist uses to convey his message are the atructul'al elements
of art with which all students are familial', and that all artists
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have at their disposal:

line, tone, shape, pattem, tex:ture,

color, apace, movement, and volume.

Letts look at the :!.llustration again.

Upeoially important pal't in the painting,

Ool.e:r plays an
Large al'&!Ul of

'b:r:l.gbt and soft yellow, yellow ...orange, ·and yell.ow ..greerl and
ef:t'eot:l.vel;r oont:ra,Qted with subtle warm tone.s wh:l.oh enebole
the grain stalks in the distant.

The truly creative artist realizes that he must bring

to his work an intense and personal vision.

In great works ot

art we f:l.nd no slavish imitation of natura.

'l'h<J artist 1s not

interested :l.n merel;r :t>eoording appearances.

'rbe eyes of the

ar.t:l.st seek to penetrate natu1•e and l11'i:h
N.ow that we have presented a brief description of' the

meaning of

1

art• and the common qualities that make up great

al't end its everyday meaning in our lives, let•s go on and
study

t

awar.111nees r and how it really b

not we are dead or alive. 11

the keY to whether or
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Grade t
11

Subjec1a

( seniot- High School)

Prepared hyi

World of Art 11

Datet

EXAMPLE O:fl' UNX'l' M!i::THOl) OF INSTRUCTION:

.2£ Y!!!!• "Meeting Human
Sub-;J:op!ga !n tJnitl

.::.;'·U::.:.tl:=l:=.e

.Needs~*

2 (a)

(Clontt .• }

1.

Definition an<l impoPhnce of 6iOod taste

2.

Idea of the consumer and good taste

5.

ll!ethod of judgment of good decorative design

4•

Tbe tour pul'pons of design

Unit Time Al\oSment.t
l!'ollows Un;tt

S!nt

Five days

*'Meeting Humtu1 Needs .. Intzoo!lluction to Art 1
Aesthetics and Meaning"

--

Precedes Unit <>n=

"The Prll)blem of Organization:

Design
I

Gene~l ObJestive~t

1.

Consciousness of
the .t'ollowing
a.

11

taste" and desir;no

To establish

idet:lU

Design end taste
one sees

liUld

a~

everywhere. All things

uses are made by

such elements

as line, dark lllnd ligbt, texture and colol'.. .,

assembled in

va~ious

ways to give beauty or

"taste" to an individual •. ·
b•

A eonsdousneu and underst.anding of the

elements ot taste and design makes a student
• discriminating person.

.

llS
e.

The purposes of design are in gene:t'al four:
1.

De cora ti ve and appl:Led

2.

Functional and constructional

&. Pictorial • story telling
4.

St:tmub. ting to itnagination and contemplation

d.

'l'o evaluate a delll1gn omt must aeoide on:
1.
· 2.

ItsabiUty to fulfill its purpose
Its appropriateness to its plaoil and

matei'ial

e.

Its ability to satisfy man•s eye and
spbit.

Procedures:
1.

During the time allotment set aside for thie sub•
-topic, an exhibit of pictures of old and new designs
will be shown to the student.

All will be well
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o.. V'lhioh is better looking according to your
best judgment?

Which would batter auit

youl" room?

are:

lao

b.

"House BeauUful"

a.

11

A:l!'ts and Ora fts' 1
11

Film nD$1U'lrat:Lon

will be shown illustrating how to

use good judgment when

:s.

r-

s~tleoting

deool'ative design•

Mimeographed mati!lrials suggesting various helps and
b.inte in judging good decoratiVe design will be
d !ltl tril:n>l te 1ll.

4.

Seve:ral examples of potte:ry. textil&s, 1ntal'iors 1
a.dvertist~Jments,

sculptures and painting will be

brought into class.

Some will have a high quality

ot order and others will not,

1

I

1~-
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Among those pictures exhibited will be:
lh

Tv1o pieces ef pottery, one with fine form
lill1d decoration well•related; the other with

poor form and decoration
b.

un~lated.

1'Eptt:Ues, one w1thout clea:l? tone or line
organization and one with a fine o:vdel?ly

tone and line
c-

orglmi~;;at:l.o:n.

lnter:l.o:vs, one with a plan and

well~related

parts and one without plan and related parts.
d•

Sculpture, one re.alist:l.o story .. telling

m?dern American piece without ol'der and one
classic Greek piece f:rom

li

Par•thenon :t'ri!llze

or pediment.
th

Painting •

11

Wub:l.ngton O:rossing thl!l Delawllrfil 11

and Jackson Pollock's "No. 17.11

·

A,u:tsnmen'lu
The students will be ;eequired to write daily lOO""'''Ird
essays :!.llustra t:l.ng how the.i:t" way of' life could or could not' bo
improved in terms of the 1dea.s leuned in th:l.a particular unit•
These uuys will be the bash tor dhcussion during the follow.,
:tng

~le.ss

meeting,.

!,valual\hn;

Evaluation will be made at the conclusion of the time

allotment and will be established after a
rega:rdingwhether

Ql' not

o:t.asll•oonsultt~tion

the clan bas achieved the general

objeot:l. ves prevhusl;r uta bUshed"·

,~
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Grade:

(Seni.or High .School)

Pz.epared by:

Date:

~:l.tle

of Unit:

•

"Great Men in A:rts .... story of Painting"

,be..Topies !n· !!JAU#
1.

Story anti! examples of painting in the fine arts•

2.

:Painting:

3.

Development of impreal!ionism.

4.

Problem of appreciation in painting.

a.

Introduction to the elements or painting.,

Oils, Wll\tevcolora, gouache.

6. The important traditions of painting.

a. Dawn or modern painting.
b.

Florentine tl'adition.

o.

Sienese tradition.

d•

Vemt tian trll di tion.

e.

Introduction. to the 8pen1sh, German,
F'lemish, Dutch, and French tradi Uons.

7.

Modern psd.nting:
a.

'llransi tion to modem pdnting.

c.

S1gnU'ieanoe of Manet. Reno1r 1 Cezanne and
Degas.
of post ..1mpress:l.onists.

d.

DE;-V'elopment

IH

Introduction to Amex•ican painting.

:--

a.

.!lnll

~

Contemporary painting:
a.

'l'he tl'snsit:lon to contemporar,- painting.

b...

What is contemporary painting?

c.

Matisse, Picasso and other contemporar:tes •

IJllttmeS!#

follows Unit Qat

Twenty days

nThe P:voblem of: Organilllat:i.on:
Pdnoiples and DeSign
11

PAcede!f 'Unit Qe,t

Design

lUem~>mts"

Gz•eat Men in Arts .. Story of Arahiteotux•e11

General ObJeotiV!f#
1.

The basio obJective is to oorl'Glate in the a:i.mplet.lt;
possible form the main principles of the

appreoia~

tion of pdnting.

· 2.

The second objective is to illustrate what !s in..
volveCI in the aesthet14 experiEm<hll in painting and

to give an aooount using principles by which
painting may be judged and enjoyed.

3.

The fina.l objective is to illustrate these primoiples
by applying them to partiouJ.al' painters and move!llents

throughout the ages •

tion,.

In terms ot t.hese study prints.t a short

concise history of' impl'EI&sionism using the phtlo ..
sophies and lives of the great painter will be
prese!'4ted ~

-'-

2.

FUmstr:l.plil will be shown dealing w1 th .. Impression~
ism," "Realistns," and "Classicists."

l\l:l.meog:raphed

material will be distributed for the student to
,-

include :l.n h1s notebook.

a.

Students will be asked to tvy ps:l.nt:l.ng :l.n class
using o:l.ls..

The instructor w:tll pin the wox>k of

the entire clasa on the bulletin board.

He will

conduct an orlal discusdon eompar:l.ng one painting
with anothev.

Students will l!leleot the most

suoceuful painting.

They will h!!!va to be prepared

to give the reasons for their choice.

'J!he students

will be asked to give the l'i!U\sons for their choice •
The .students will be asked to critically consider
thei:r own painting.

They wi l1 det&rmine for them..

selves what are the most successful parts of their
painting from tho standpoint of form# realism, line.

and color GX,Pre.ss:ton •. WI'i tten evaluations will be
tum•d in to the instructor.,
References and !IJUS!z>h,ls J!!.. .b!!. Used 1
'l'he major re:fertmcu to be used in this unit amu

2.,

Olive Riley, Youl' .1\.rt He:vi tas••

5.

J,uise Klilinl!l 1 Eeplorins Art.

Primary oil cobrs will be dil'lt:vibuted to the group so
that pe.:l.nting can be completed Ul!Jing class tim&.

Ulustr~athns
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will be made available.
11

Amo~g

those will be:

Giotto,

Annunciat:i.on" and .,Jo\U'ney Of the Mas;i. 11

AUiSMEltltJ

'Che buie aiiU!ij$nment to:t" all 111tull'lents 18 to select on&
painting• eithel' in t:tl.e l!il.tyle of nHealism,'1
or

11

Glasll1Uam. 11

~he

.. Impressionism,"

student ia to take the painting home and

analyze it in terms of color. form, texture, line analysis,

and philosophy

t>f

individual painte:to •

.ll:vlll uation:
Evaluation will be made at the conoluaion ot the time
ellotment and will be established after a clus-oonsultation
period l::'egarding wh(lthe:t>

Ol"

not the

gl"oUp

as a whole has

achi.ev$d the general objeotivu p:t>evicn,tely indicatec'l.
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FIRST SEMESTER CLAS..SROOM PRlilSENTAfiON:

I,

i 1World

of Art"

S{b).

,.Great Men in Arta ... Story of Painting"
A.

Story and Examples of Painting in

11

Fine Al'tlil

1.

Problems of appredation in painting

2•

Roo ta of a l't

Discuss ion ..lecoturl!l t
by the art

th~J

nAppl'eoia t:l. on in Painting?" as explained

appl'EH~iatimti

teaeher.

The obJect ot this leuon ill to correlate in the

simplest possible form the main principles that undl!lrlie the
appFeoiation or the paintings of all periods of time..
seek to show, briefly,

I shall

what is involved in aesthetic experier1oe

in general and after that, to give an account of the principles
by which painting may be Judged and thus intelligently l!lnJoy&d.

Finally, I will :l.llustrate these pl'ine:l.ples by applying them to
part1culaP pdnte:ti's and tendencies in painting.

You must undo.trstand that the approach to the problem of
appreoiation of pdntins in art b

made d:l.:t'i':l..cult by the

u:neonseioue hs'bits and p:re ..aoneeptions which oo:me to us

t'rom

contact with a aociety that has l1 ttlfil interest in art •

Before

tFy1ng to tell you what the proper I!P'eatness or excellence in
a painting b, I must make 1 t eleal" what painting 1$ not.
You u

an individual. will miss the function of a paint ..

ing if you look to it for an actual rep:roduetion of subject
matte:r or fo:r information of a documentary character.

'.l!oday,
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I
I
II
I
I

most aX't critiea agree that mere imitation knows nothing of
what is essential or c:ha:ue.oteristio, and documentary in.t'orllla•
tion always has a practical purpose about it.

The camera

l'eCol'ds physical oharuteri.stios but can show nothing of what

really b

benen·th the stu:•face •

'fQday we ask of a wtn.•k or art

that it reveal to us the qualities in objeots and. situations
which are s:l.gnit.ioant,. which have the power to move us
aesthetically.

The artist must open our eyes to what unaided

we could not see.

What we ask of a paintel' is that, fol'

example, in a. landscape, he should catch the spirit of the

scene.

:6y the same tok:e:n, in a portrd t., he ahould dhoover

wbat is esasntial ov eharaeteristic of the pe1•son who is posing.
'

We shall discuss this in detail a little late!' on.

But before

I

i .

I

I

we go on to the roots o:l.' &l'tt are there .any questions that you

would like to ask? 11

LagtJ8N""Piscuss1on 'Xhe Roots of Art
11

:ll.S

we

~ave

dililcusliled pvevioudy,

~urt,

like every othe:P

human activity• has its N:>ots in the fundamental needs of our

nature and p:t<ov1des one of the ways in which these needs find
aatisi'aetion.

It wa.s fol'!llel'ly believed that

11

besuty11 is somo ..

thing which exists independently in natul'e, sueh u magnet.ism
or gravitation and that it can be defined without reference to
human wants nnd interest.

A number of attel!lpts to find aueh a

,-
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definition have proved futile, and it is now recognized that
the understanding ot aPt must be sought in the various
psyohologiclill principles."
(Continue Discussion)
I.eoture ..II!.::HIUS!liont

Early PaintePs

"Many of you dready enjoy drawing and painting and have
clone so since youa- childhood days.

Suppose that en artist saw

your work one day and wa.s so impressed with it that he took
you to his studio and gave you lessoxu1 in drawing and pa:tnting.
'rh:l.s happened to many a youthful artist in the past and, in

some cases, he

btHil.\1110

more f'lilm0us than his teeohep.

At the c.lose o:f the thirteenth century in Italyw a
Florentine painter• Oimable (1240..1801), took into his studio
a young boy named Giottoo

The legend 1S that Climable discovered

the youthful artist drawing piotul'll!s of the sheep he wu tending.
,-'~

At twelve years

ot age,

G:l.otto {1266-1337) was a pupil; when

only twenty ....t'l)ur, he was a recognized mastel:' ot painting,

Today

he is considered one of the greatest pe1nters of all t1m1h

Nowt class, in order to understand Giotto's unique
accomplishments, you should .t'1x•st review your knowledge
age in which he lived.

o.t

the

It was an age of (5Nat religious

fervor; end building and ornamanting Ohriatian ohuJ?ohes was
the concern of every man._

One of the most important featuru

of the churches :l.n Italy at that time WiltS the inter:l.o:r wall

- ' ,
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decoration•

The chl.l:t>()hes. Ital1an GothiO in style, we:re so

constru.oted that they ;p:vov>ided ample wall spaoe on which to
portray, and so to teach to illiterate worshipers, all the
important concepts of the Gh:ristian :religion even though it
was a limited one somewhat like the backdl'Op on the stage ot
a theater.

Notice on the blackboard he:re how his figures, by

theb• gesturu as well as by their· grouping, move through a
definite space, even though a nar:row one.

They are so con'"

vincing as figuru that .we can actually feel we could walk
around them.

~otice

here how the little architectural struc•

tures tbat Giotto devised arlfl en important part
positional lll'rangemfmt,."

or

hh com•

(Senior High School)

l?repal"ed by:
Date:

--!n

"GX~ea t

'l'.itle of Unit;

Sub..To;pies
1.

Men in Arts " Story

ot Arch:!. tectu:re 11

Unitl

The requirement of architectul'e must be true and

honest.
a•

Temple of Athena • Greek, 421 13.0.

b• Bell Tower, Giotto
Inter:l.ort Rheb.1s Cathedral, 1-'renoh Gothic

Ot
2.

Arch1teotlll'e betl'ays the del:!igner

3. Examination of student community
4.

F'ot'lll follGWIJ function

I

s.

Meaning of historic forms

i

6t

~=-

i

Frank Lloyd Wdght and Louis Sullivan;

Architecture

'--

is building from within
Unit Til.H Allotment#

Ji'e>r this brief introduction to the story
of architecture, time allotment will be
thre~>

Follow$ Unit

Q.n~

days.

"Great Men in A%'ts .. Story ot l'dnting11

Preoedie!'! Unit oru

11

G:r>sE~t

Ptten in

A~·ts

.. Story of Sculpture 1

Mude, and Motion Pietul'uo 11
Genex<al

ObjeetheS~J

The basic objective is to introduce to the student the

,_
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idea tna·t if you know something of the life and oharacter of a

nation, you will be able to see a relation between its archi•
tecture and the aims and ideals of its builders. .students
will lea.:vn. that people Cliff.er greatly •

Some people vt1ll pr:t.ze

stability timd orde:t'o' They will aeek beauty anci wish to expvess
it in the structtti:'el!l which they erect.

.Men have built and will

cont.inue to build in different ways, for in their intereuttj
their ability and the:l..r patience, they val'y greatly.

Stuaents

will learn that it took generatione to eomplete a cathed1•al••

endleu skill and devotion made every part of these structures

a work o! art.

~tudents

will learn in this unit that today we

expect ftaw of our buildings to outlive a ssneration and its
needs •. They will .learn this idea makes for progreu, but it
also produces tuareless building.

The ultimate objective of this

study is to illustrate that since this 1e one of the greatest
eras of building, we, as a nailion, muat eee to it that our

architecture express.es Alllerioan dignity, Amex•ican etrength and
American ideals.
Procedures:

School design olauea.
al111o be

uiii~Hi.

Photoa ot model

home~~~

will

In group dis¢uasions, the students

will choose the one that 1s the most pleasing :tn

proportion, 1s the best

balanced~

is the most original
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in plan, makes the best use of available space, hu

the best arrang;ement o:t' rooms, has the most attrac•
tive IU"l'lmgement

or

windows, me.k:ee the most indivi ..

dual use of colc:ll.• 1 and shows the best craftsmanship.

2•

The student will consider himself a member of a
small family.

He will write out answers to the

following questions;

Where does he wish to live?

What type of a home does he want?

The student will

answer in te:t'lllii'l ot the eity, the county, the lliUburbs,
or the seashore.

The climate may be temperate;

tropical, or arctic.

&e will list the members of the

family and the number and type of rooms needed to

accommodate them.

Next. he will make a note of the

speolal features of the bouse which might be needed
for the i:t> interests or ooou.ps tiona •

I<'o:r> example-

he might want a studio with an excellent light :t'or
painting, a

large~

playroom i'o:r> the ohild:r>en- unusu. ..

ally la:r>ge porches for a family that likes to spent'!
a great d111al of time out.. o.t-doors, or extra tire•
plaoes it he plans to live in a eold
~.

~

olim~.>te,.

etc.

':l!he studlllnt will then make a number ot little sketcheD
or fl.oorplane of the house• showing va:rioue al:'t'ange ..

menta of: rooms • He will think of the :rooms as blocks
varyine; in she and in proportion but

heie;ht.

or

These will be grouped in various

the same
ways~

fhe

'
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student will have to give the greatest amo1mt of
space to the rooms wh.:tch are to be uaed by moat
pe:rsons.

Doort~

and windows will be indicated by

breaks in the outline of the room.

Oloset space

will be indicated.
4.

fhe stud$nt will compare his floor plans with those
of the rest .of the Qlau to determine which of his
tllassmates baa been more
imagine himsel.f

o;~ntering

from room to l'oom.
tel:"'lls of oo:mi'ol"t •

t~uccess.t'ul.

He will

the :t'ront door and going

'l'he rooms w:tll be visual:l.lll&d in
A check foP the following items

will be conducted:
a.

Euy aooess to rooms, avoiding a raill:'oad

r

like arrangement and long• narrow walls.

j

I

b.

II

e..

the room itselt.

1

l

I

II

Enough closet space without cutting into

5.

:lllnough light and ventilation fop each room.

The student will select his beat plan and try otb.ev
experiJOOnts with it.

In class, hill will erect paper

walls about it by tald.ng long, n!ll:t>row strips of paper

and folding it at the eorn•r!!l
edges of ths floor plan.

by

the outar

l'hus the student will be

a'ble to lntalyllle his plan :Ln
tion, siz.e, and comfort.

:tnli!het~d

t~u•ms

of depth, p:ropor•
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Rete:rences and materh.la

o.

!a !2,t us•d:

1.

Luise

Kainz, ExElori!H£ A.rt.

2.

Fz•anl!: Lloyd W:t'igbt,

!a

s.

Kirl!:patr:l.ck, Waldo,

~

4,.

Gilbe:rt

5.

Ka ther:l.ne l?ot• d, Des i!@s For L:tvins; •

6.

Ethel Robinson, Houns

7•

!llleyric Rogel'S, Amer ioan bAte dol', Design •

a.

Collection of vililUiill photos illustrating best example

'l'ow~;~end-

Ag~eriean

Aroh.itectUl'e.

Houu ·,2! Your Dreams.

£te:! To .U!.!! A gouse •

!n Amer1em•

of world architecture (taken from the Stockton
Unified Sehool Distriot Art Office and personal
collection of the instructor),
Assignment:
The homewox•k aallig!'llllent will be that of sele11ting pic ..

to1•isl examples of modern American archi teotUl'lil and in terms
of these examples, develop floor plans to suit pe:rsonal. phllo-

sophical points of view.
Evaluationt
Evaluation wUl be made at the conelusion of the t1.me

allotment and will be established attar a class consultation

the gene:ral obJect1ves.prev1ous1y established.

Graau

(Seniol:' High SohoQl)

Prepared byt

Subjecta

11

Date:

World of Al"tft

EXAMPI.Jil OF UNIT Mlil!'FHOD OF !NSTllUCTION:

Title

.!2t Un&tt

Sub•Topics

..!!!

5 (a)

"The Story of Commun:J.t:r Planning"

Un1 tt

l•

Communi ties must be pl&nned

2.

Steps in plruming

;:;.

Illustratiol\\ls of th.e buio requirements foil' Jiving

4.

llitploration of ou1• own community

5.

Illustration of the me.lll.ning of our own eol'IIIllmlity

Iii

community

spirit

e.

Mapping out ou:r own community

7.

Pbnning an ideal community fol' ot:W city

Un&t T!me Allotment#
Follows Unit .Qat

Precedu Uj¢1t

'l'en clays

"The Story of Sculpture In The Wol'ld o:f Art11

oxu uatu.dy of the FinE! Arts .. Poetl'y and Wo:r.ld
ti te x-a tuve"

gene:rsl Ob.1!0t1VQs;
1.

The genel'al objective is to illu.stvate how communities.

courage and fol'asight to plan a change that will

affect the 11 vee ot me:ny persona.

'.!!he class will

learn how community planning is an art that ri!lquirea
the beet thinking,. the clearest judgment mel the most
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sympathetic

unde~standing

of. manta need for physical

anCI spiritual comfoPt.
Procedures:
1.

The student will stuCly the basic
living.

tor

requi~ements

He will ans.wet> su.eh questions u whet are

the req,uirements for a happy,

community?

oong~m:l.al

lite in a

Is there an undel"lying psttern that can

be secul"ed for each member of a community that has
a minimum of <lisoomtort end frustration• a ma:ltimurn
o:t' cowtort and of beauty?

to the

answe~s

'l!he students will come

to these thoughts by considering the

following questions;
a.

Should a limit be placed u.pon the nurnber of
people who can live within a stated

b.

Should a community bQ

a~ea'l

selt~suffieient?

Should each have its own civic center, its
schools, its playgrounds and recreation
oenters, movies and theat1•es, and espeeially
1 ts means. of livelihood near at hand?
e.

Should mdn thoroughfares be planned so that
they lead around rather than

th~ougb

the

heart o:t' the community?,
d..

Should public places, aueh u

those for

entertainment. :f'or bu.ying 1 tor selling, for
eating, and fo!' similar purposes, be established
within fixed eNai.l?

[_
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Tho answers to these questions oan px>ovide the

st·111rting point fop olass disoussionlh

2.

The etudents will be asked to examine and explore
their own neighborhood,

They will acquaint them•

selves with its physical chal'aoteristios, the
baokground and the interests ot 1 ts inhabitants,
the means of l1 vel1hood.
3.

The instructor will bring to olass a large map ot
the city and the student will study the map in terms
Qf theu

questioruu

111.

Are the residential eeotions too oongested7

b.

Are the publio buildings

so situated that

they are w:l. thin walking dbtamoe tor all;
are they rea$onably oente:Nd, or are they
i
I

l!

at the far end of the community?

e.

AI'e therlil enough le:rge, open areas ... perks•
lawns, trees, playgrounds. and the like • or

I

are there only a small number seatt.ered abouM
d.

Is there waste spaee that: could be built up

or used to advantage t'or parks or for publie
build:tngs?
(h,

Are facto.l'ies or other industrial buildings

lo.oated whe:re thEIY spoil the seotion

fO!'

the

:reddents?

,_
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4.

T.h:Pough. an antill.y$is of the student's own
the students can diseo:ver its detects.

co~i ty

Each

mEnnber ·or the clau will eollllllent on how they can
improve the design of the oollllllunity.

Using .color

on a la:rge sheet ot.' paper 1 the students can make
their own plan and show on it. where they woUld place
public buildings, pa:Pks 1 industrial. and residential
seetione.

lte.t'erenoes !rut J1!a te.rials !is
1.

:t!.!

Used:

'l'he students will n¢tad black ink, oY-•ayo:ns and white

pape1• tor the ere a tion of their oomml.Uli ty.

A large

scale map or their city will be necessary.

Each

membei' will be required to consult such visual photos

a.

Nardon, Holland

b.

Green:bttlt, Ma:vyland

e.

Various

d.

Real este:te developments in Qul!) 0ns, New York

E~ropean

e1reular villages

Clit,~h

Slum sections o:t' !few York City

f.

The Williamsburg houehg pro jeets . in :New York

Oity
g.

The Frank Ba:t>eus plan for modem neighbo:t>hoods

Students will also be required to use:
a.

Gordon Blackwell t s 'I'oward Oonunun1 ty Und&£"

stmpding

r
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b.

Jonnet1» Gruener • Oommsnity Pi!,'oblems

Ch

John Kinnemen, 'the Cosun:ttz J,n Amerlof!!n

soeietz
d•

J111ese Steiner, The American Oommunit:.v;

J:n

Action
e.

Jesse Steiner, Community Organiaat:l.on, !:;.
Study

.2! !!!

Theory and Current Practice

{\JISiatpiH

The student will have to real:l.ze before 1ndic&ting
buildings or any desodption upon his map that he will have to
review in his mind some of the basic requirements of good
COI'Il!llunity planning.

He will be SiVen Claily questions dealing

with the idea of adequate housing, the idea that good community planning concerns the placing of public buildings and

the allotment of land for public use, and the p1•oblem of
tMf1'1c.

1

Evaluation;
An Elvaluation will be made at the conclusion .of the time
allotment and will be establishEid after a cle.u-consultation
period regarding whether or not thE! olass as a whole has achieved
the genen•!!ll objectives previously rutablished.

!
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!I'!EX'l'BOOKS 'l'O l3E USED IN "wORLD OF AR'l'.,

Faulknu, Ray.

use,

3l'd

•a

tfi on.'l'Rd!!Z•

New York:

Henry Holt and Company,

GarCiner,. Helem.. Art !b.:ro~ tltf A&Ul•
·
Brace and Company, 4:t e,d1 t on.
Shene;r; Sbeldol!. A. New World Rlatqrl of
Viking P:reu, Ii!g6.

Fleming, Vlill!am.

Company, 1966·

Arts and Ideu.

.aue;r, .ou ve. iH'r
Brothers, l ·. · •

Taylor 1 'l'.

W•

New Yor-k:

(trt ll:e:ritage.

lea:rninf$ ,!i.!?. tl?ok*
a :Preas, 19 4.

O~litorn

Harcourt,

Bukeleyl

·

New York:
Henry Rolt and

Harper and
Unhers1 ty of

1

l

1--

•

]
~

]

I

~-

;

l_
t-

[i

Baldwin, L • .fa. 11 Listener's Antbold:>ftl of Jllul!ic.
Kulas Foundation, 1946.
Bartlett, F. G.
1942.

Art For All.

New York;
!£_ Art.

Bean, Philip 0 •
Press Company,

pages.

Harper and Brothers·,

New York:

An Introduction to Muaio;.
-

Bernstein, Martin.

Prentioe~Hall, 1'9!£1.

:Boyden. David.

An .Introduction

449

A. Knopf, 1951.

An

Boyden, D. D.
Oopland, Aron.
Hill, 1957.

pages.

12

Introduction to

~

.

!2, Listen

Mudo ~

~4us~g,.

l'2.l:.

Clevelsndt

'!'he l'tonald

New York:

New York:
New York:

in Music.
-

Alfred
Knopf, 1956.

New Yor'k::

MoGraw-

"How Can I Introduce Contell)porary Art to Young
Pesisn• 50~135, March, 1959.

Didonato .. A.
People 'i 11

Dudley 1 Louise. The llumanities, A~pl1ed llesthetios. New Yorio
MoGraw•Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940. 597 pages.
New

York:

w. w.

Norton

London:

The

(}Ol:-don, E!l1za beth. "Ara You Daad Or Ali ve?n
101:1 ..113, January, 1959.
G:riswold, A. w. "Fine Arts and the
20St5S-6, June. 1959.

Hanser, A·

-

tur•e.

Universities~'Atlantio.

Philosophy of ll'lode:rn A1•t. 11
.March 14 1 1959.
11

Hou.B!_ Seaut1ful.

Saturdal Review Litera ...

-

'
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Howes, if· "on Apprl'teiating Art. 11
Ap!'U: 1956.

OathQUo WoP1S•

ll.uyghe, H. 11 Ioeu and Im11ges in World Art."
Literature. 42i38• NovembeP 7• 1969.

Satu;rdax Review

w.

James,
F. "How Finil Art Affects Your L:tf'e. 11
146:28-34, February, 1959.

Kinscellia, H. G.
1950.

Music

!!!.! Romancil

~

181152•4,

Youth.

Cosmopolttan.
Oanden, Victor,

Langf'eld, H. S.

Brace and

L1epmlilrm, Klaus. Th111 Lantuase of Mus:l.o.
Press Company, "1:'955, I!Jt pai;'is.

The Ronald

Linton, Ralph. A:t'ta of the South Beap.
ot Modern Arli;"'!9~.·
Maoh1is, Joseph.
1957.

!h!, En:jo;ment

2!

The Museum

New York:

Mueic.

New York:

Norton•

Matthens, ll'l. A. "Intz•odue1ng Modern Art to Junior High Sohool
Students," Seholut1c /ll"ts. 58:20, .c~Pm;r, 1959.

,Moho1y-Nagy. V1stpn.!n Motion.
1947, 36!3 pages •
l\'ioholy~Nmgy.

Lanio.

and Company. 1946.

Chioagoi

!!!£ Vision.
80 pages.

The

Pau:t Theobald Preas,

New Yo:rJu

Wittenborn

Munro, 'l'homu. Adoleaoenoe and J!,rt Eduoa tion. From Methods of
Teaching the il'ine At>ts 1 Ghape1 i!ill, University of Nol'th
Carolina Press. 1935. 44 pages.

Munro, '.l'homu. l£~e Arts and Their Interr'lllations.
L:l.berllll Arts ress, l9fh.
Neuhavs, Eugen. the Appr$o1at1;:m. of
Company, 1924 •
·

~·

Oberndorfel', A. s. !!h!!!!, He¥,r in Music.
Educational Department, 19~4.

l'iew Yoi:'kl

New York:
Ginn and

Camden, N.J.:

i'
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Olson• Willard tewellen. aow Children Grow ana Develop. Better
Li vinQ l'lookletu Sc.ienoe ~eseareh Associates. Chicago:
1953, P• 25.

Opdyke, G. H.
Macmillan

Art. ~o~nd Nature

Company; i932.

2f.

Apprecililt~on.

New Yorkl

'l'he

Ozentant• Anedee.
Publications, l
Pepper, Stephen. Princ:tKles of Art Appreciation •.
Harcourt, BrMe and ompany1 l'949; 31~ pages.

l~ew

l"opol1z1o, v. J. 11 Art for All in the High Sohool. 11
At>ts. 57::;.!J.•3 1 September, 1957.

Ra.tne;r, L. G. I\IJ.usic, '!'he LiStener's A:rt.
Hill, 1957.
--ttefJ!d, Herbert.

Inc., 1945.

!r,!

!!.!!!

Society.

I~ew

Read, Herbert. The Meumins of Art.
Corpora tbn ,""'i95l• 262 pagii;'

New Yorkt

Yol'k:

Yorkl

Soholutio

MoGz•aw

Pantheon Bookst

New York:

Pitman Publishing

Reed, Carl. ~. Adolescent Art Flclucatiop• Peor.b, Ill.t
Ohu. A. BEiiiiiiitt Oo., Ino.;-!951- P• 39 •.
Rosenfeld, Paul. An Hour With Jlmerioan Music.,
Lippincott, 1929.- Sargrant, Winthrop.
1959.

Listening .:!!.2. Musto.

Philadelphia:

New Yot".k:

Dod, Mead,

Spaeth• S. G. 7!he A~·t 91.. Enjoi!ng Mua!c.
Hill Book Oo.mpany,
:t.:
1 i

me •

Spaeth, s. G•. The Al't of

En~o:t:ine;

l'lhlfh•

House, McG:raw•H!i! ~ok ompany,

New Yorio

no •• 1933.

Whittlessey
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Wa te~s • C. 0.

Boston:
W1lm, Grua.

a.

Handbook !!, &egemdal:'y I'Ond !\!,Y.tb.olosbal &I't.;
so Good, 1881•
~

1928.

Wood:ttUff, H. 11.
Apvil, 1957,

~

Beigel, Hugo.
1949.

c. J.

Qt. Music.. ll!ow 'Yo:ttk: Macmillan,

Undo:ttst~nding

.1\Pt 'l'odaz.

Z1efe1d, JJ;dw!n.
1949.

Biederma~,

11

Ape:ttee:!.ation

Soh2lasth Arys.

Art."

New York;

.l!ppreoiation.

Ftenr;r Holt end Company.,

New York:

Art As The Evaluation

Red Wing M:!.nn.;-T94i.

6C:i-39.

Stephen Daye Press ..

2£. Usual Knowledge;.

Davidson, Morris. Understandirls 1\'lodern A:rt.
McCann • Ine, 1 1951.,

New York:

Coward•

Luta, E. G, l"raeti!lal Piotorid Oompoa:!.tion: A (}uide to the
&'lredat.ton gf Pieiiul"es. New 'i'O:ttk: 'G. l>cribnEJrts""!ons,
l.\11'

6.

Paoll; Walter. AQatliilS• Tlle r;alse Artist,
and BI•others, l~2ii •

Pearson, R.

Ol':LtioJ!l A:gpredation.

New Yc:rk:

New York:

Harper .

Design Wo:rksllop,

1946.

Pepper,

s. c.

Prindjlu 3!

Harcourt, Brace, . 94~.

Perree, S. cr. ~ Wo1•k 2£.
:Press, 1955.

Ohanbers~

F. P.

~Appreciation.

!!:.!.•

Bloomingtonl

New York:

Indiana University

ThG

University Press,
Benet. W. lh The. Reader's F~nS!ycbpedia, An r~poyclo~edia of
Wox•ld Lite:t?sture and t'he Arts.
ltew Yorlu II!. · • Crowell
r:lo,, 194§.
---
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Roos, F. J.

Mao:mi.llan,

Sachs, Curt. The
New Yol."lt: T.

.~!!!!,lll2

t!& iii'

Sea by, A • W• A.li't J:ll.
e of ;Mankind •
Univel'dtyTresa, . 2 •
Sewall, J. I.

!}. IUsto:t'z ,2! Woatam .Art.

Stites, PI• s.

'the. Ju.•ts and :Man.

Oo:mpsny 1 Ino.,

~.

New Yorkl

New York:

Holt, 1953.,

McGraw•H:I.ll Book

Taubes, F. Mgde:m Art,. Sl£eet or Sour.
Guptill Publ1oat!ons, 19~-;-

New York:

Watson•

'l!sylort F. H.

New York:

t4etropolitan

Fifty <hmtu:r1es of Art.
:Museum of Ji.rt 1 Uil'i.
.- -

UpJohn. E. 111. W.stor;r of World.A:rt.
si tt Press 1 lR!h -

New Yo:rk:

Oxford Univer--

Van Loon. 1i • l!i • '11be Arts: WrHten and ll1ustrated l!l~sndriok
Willen Van Loon. New Yorkl -Simon-and Schuster, 19 7.,

--

,_
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MAGAZINES SELECTED FOR 11 \I'IORLD OF A.Hr 11

Architectural
Realities

'-

Foru~

Horizon

Arts
Avt in AmePica
Art llhtW$
Art World
Arts and Arohi teetur~J
Arts and Decoration
Al•ebiteeturli\l Record
!

ArchaeolOGY

American Photography
Camera Oratt
Olus:toal World

Connoisseur

Oraft Horizon
Ora:t'tsmr:m
Creative Art
Design
Film Quarterly

I

.House Beautiful
Journal of Ael!lthet1cs and Art Cr1t1c1sm
Journal of Music Theory
Museum of Modern Art
Music Jou1•nal
Musical Quat•tlilrly
li!atul'e
Poetry

Renaissance news

Sehool Arts

""'
'

I
I
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Filmstrips!

Ancient Egypt (Life)

Arts 1md O:t<ai'ts of Guatemala
Olasill:'Oo:m O:t<a1'ts Series

Olay Modeling
Papev Sculpture
Plaster Casting
Puppet Bodies and Costumes

Puppet Heads and Han!ls
.Puppet Stage and SeeneJey
Jila:t'fi& Wo:t>k

Wire Sculpture
Oontemportu•;y Amex-iean Painting Series
American Scene

Let's Look at a Painting

I

1\!lodertliem
Rt~alism

Romanticism

Eighteenth Oentury England (Life)
Blements of Art Se:t•ies
Oolor

More Shapes

Shapes
Solid Shapu

Pa:tnting a P16tu:t'e

-'----------------------·--------·---
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Proportion
Using Color

Emerson's New Hogland (Lite)
France in the 18th century (Lite)
Giot;tots Lite of Ob.rht (Lite)
Heritage of the Maya (L:l.fe)

Jewelry & 81lversl!lith.ing Series
Design in Jewelry
Enameling

Jewelry Fini/iih:Lng
Sand <Jasting & liolbware

Soldering i'Ub.niquu
Tools and Techniques
l!.Uohelangelcu

The S:l.stiM Chapel (Life)

Middle Ages 1 '.!.'he (Lite )

!i!o&lllics For All #1
-

Mosdos For> All #2
Moseiu :For All. #3

Nat:l.ve Crafts
Optical Illusions

Peking:

The .ForbidClen Oity (Life)

Rabins and Surface Decorations (Metalworld.ng)
Renaissance Venice (Lite)·
The 'l'i ta.n

You Oen Make Jewell'Yt Part I

'
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You Oan Make Jewelry, Part II

Abstract Art

~

What Is It?

(~0

slides)

African Negro Art
Masks of Africa

Modern Ceramic Arts
.Modern IndustX>id Design

Revelation of Beauty in Nature
Treasury of Art Masterpieces

Study Print1u

Extensive assorted file pictures t APt of
Different Countries, tmd Ol.d and Modern Mastel'S
'l'AXCOt

Village or Art (17 min.)

ABO of Potti'IJ'Y Making ( 9 min.)

I

l
]

JI.P£ ot

Making, Pt. I & II (10 min.)

Pu~pet

Age of !Jisoovery, The (10 min.)
Ancient Greece (10 min.)

Ancient Mesopotamia (10 min,)

!
I~

Animu1es (ll min.)
Arohiteotuve Mexico (20 min.)

Art and Motion (14 min.)
Arte and Crafts of Meld.oo (ll min.)

Boundary Lines ( l.O :rilln. )
Brush !n

Alii tion

Oamouflase in
(7-lt min • J

( lO m!n" )

Natu~e

Decoration (lO

min~)

Through

Patte~n

Matching
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Duign to Music ( 6 min.)

Face of Lincoln (22 min.)
Fiddle Pe Dee (4 min.)
Figure Painting (l5 min.)
FingE~r:

1"a1n1d.ng (5 min.)

Grandma Moses (20.m1n.)
Hopi Arts ana Orafts (10 :min.)
How to Make an Etching (20 min.)
How to Make a Silk Screen Print (20 min.)

Art from Scrap {10 min.)
Prehistoric Image

C17

min.)

How to Paint in the Chinese Way (10 min.)

Jerry Pulls the Strings (Puppets) (50 min.)
I

I
!

1

1

Lett 11 Draw With Crayons (l.O min.)

Littletilt AnsEll (15 min.)
Loom, 'rhe ( ll :min. )

Loon.•s Neoklaoe 1 g:he (ll-:min •. )
Making a Olay Portrait (10 min.)
Meaning of Feud&l1sm, The (10 mino)
Medieval World, The (10 min.)

Modern J:,i thographer (10 :min•)
MooN 11 Hcntry ( BIS) (26 min.)
Moo1•e, Hl!lnry (22 min.)
~iature

of Oolor (10 min,)
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Painting Trees with Eliott otHara (16 min.)

Paper Sculpture

(5i

min.)

Picture in Your Mind (16 mino)
Plastic Art (10 min.)
Pottery Maldng (ll min.)

Hena.inanee, The (10 min.)
Sculpturing is :1-\m. (lO min.)
Simple Slab tliethods (lO min.)

Stacking and Firing (10 min.)
, Steps of the Ballet (25 min.)
Throwing ( craftummansbip in clay) (10 min.)

Torn Papet• ( 5 min.)
Weavers of the West (Navajo) (12 min.)
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INVENTORY TEST TO DETmRM!NE WHAT NEW AND INCOMING
STUDENTS THINK .UO'!JT ART APPRECIATION

In tb.b inventory the students will be uked to express
some of their reactions toward the arts. In the following
pages, 50 statements are p:rasented to· the stud~mta. They will
be asked to state whether they agree with what any one statement
expresses 1 or whether they are uncertain about theil' reactions
to 1 t, ov whethel' they disagl'ae with what 1t e;;q;resses" · ·
Obviously the students will know that they reaet d.it ..
ferently to differEmt fie los of the arts, and to various works
of art. An inventory such as this should help the instructor
understamd What the new and ineoming students think of art.

Read each statement oare;t'ully. ·"'hen indicate your
reactions on the ANSWER SREET by unoerlinins one of the three
letters after the number of' the item.. Underline

Il

(A}

It you feel that this statement is a fd:rly adequate
expression of your general opinion.

(U)

I:!:' you are uncertain whether you agree or disagree with the
opinion expressed in this statement.

(D)

If you disagree with the opinion e;;q;ressed in the statement.

1.

When a wav is going on, no time or money should· be epent on
the arts, but all means and efforts should be ooneentxoated
on ente;z•prises which directly cont:ribute to the war effort .•
(A•tl•D)

2.

A woZ'k of art you have onee experienced and which you like·
keeps reappear·ins in your phantasy.

{A .. U•D)

·

a.

Artists should be aupporteo by the gove:r.runent so they can
work with security and therei'ova rendll!r thdr ve:ry best
ei'torts. (A ..u...D<)'

4.

'!'he WPil art projeets should not have been eonduct'ed because
public (talt) :money should not have been spent on them. (A•U~D}

5.

There is little relation. between a:pp.reo.1at1ne; works of art
and solving one's everyday pl:-obla:ms. (A•U•D)
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G.

The fine arts are a necessity tor existence.

(A•U•D)

The avtist much more than the scientist, is the !;>&t>son
who promotes the development oi' human culture. (A,..lJ-D)

a.

I t is cll1'!.1Cult to understand the artistic aoeomplishments

9o

The main task of the al'tir.tt is to be the cri tie of his time.

or

faraway tim!!ls or people, such as Fa:r:> Eutern art; the
a;vt of prim;!. tive man, etc • (A ..U•D)
(A•U ..D)

10. Even it we assume that the WPA al"t projects are all right
lUI a social meliUI!U:re, they .are nevertnelees undesi:reable
because gove~nt control is detx•imental to the develop•
ment of American art. (A~U-D)

ll. Jllve!i'ybody ean appreciate lill"t, and for this pUl'J?OSe i t is
n<>t neoesury to know a lot about art. (A-U..D}
12. The vulgar language which certain writers such as Steinbeck
or Uemingway are using is in bad tute because they could
e.xpress the same things by using good language. (A·U-D)
13. Works ot a:r.>t created in our own time are the ones which can
be most easily understood, if' they vetleot the temper and
the spirit of our own days with which we are familiar.
(A ..U-D)

l•h Only the em<>tional re~aotion oounts • I:l.' a work of mrt leaves
us cold (even 1:1.' it is conside:r.ed 11 gl'eat" by anybody else).
1t nd.rHiiill:l the point. (A ..U-D)

1

15. tn app:reehilion the relation between the work of art end me
is solll!ilthiDS very im'lividual., str~:~ngly eondi tionelil by 1!ri
imagination and by the ideas aroused in me by the work of
art.. (A•U•D)
l6. In order to able to apprecilllte a work of art it is important
to know lilbout the artist's life, the eultural setting within
which tllo wol'k wu crelil ted, eta • (A•U ..D)

1'1. All art is imitetion.

(A•U•D)

l.S. One of my lr!l'lin purposes in studying art is to l1u1rn how t<>
judge what is g~:~od and whe1l is bad. (.A .. u ..D)

19. If we really want to understand a culture. we ought not to
ooneentrate mainly on the accomplishments of' the outstanding
few members of this culture, such lUll ·the I'.H~ieqtists, artists,
Pf>litieians 1 etc.. We had be!ltter try to understend what ..
mot:Lvated the plain lr!l'ln, what the oommon people believed :tn,
and what they Uvea ;f'ol:>. (A•U...D)
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::w.

There 1a no better way to understand art in general than
to study the great masterpieces, which have demonstrated
their value by being venerated tor hundreds of YEUU.''a.
(A·U·D)

.

Thia world ts unpleasant enough. The a:t>tist should not
re:mind.us of unhappinesa and misery; he should depict
only pleasant subjects. (A•tl'•D)
.
2~h

While appreciating a good work o:f art of times past, in
your imagination you live in these past days and not in
the present. (A-U·D)

23.

I do not care whether many persons like my artistic
cwea tiona, but I do want to be su.ocouful with the very
few who really underll!tand nt. (A-U-D)

24.

I enjoy 1 t greatly i f a :poem I have written is publicly
recited or if I play an instrument to many listeners.
(Jl.•U ..lJ)

l!lh

To appreciate .a work of art is

26.

The artist, the musician, and the poet have no great or
no immediate :Lnt:'luenee on our daily life. (A·U·D)

27.

Persons who spend most of thei:r time llllld energy on art
are r1ot awaz•e of the most important nspeots of li:fe •

(A-u-:o>

ll

purely passive experience.

(A•U~D)

1

]

.

2EJ.

\lfhen appreciatll.ng art (mude, l1 teratu:re), I oan han t;rpes
ot e~per1enoe which I would not be able to gain otherwise.
Az•t experience therefox>e enlal'ges eonsidel:'abl.y the field

ot

possible expex•:tenoe.

(A·U-D}

(A•U-D)

29.

The spirit of a period :La best expl:'essed in its art.

30.

An art expet>:Lenoe is a vicariousexpe:t'ience of the world,
but it is preferable to have a dix'eot experience rather
than to exparienee the world indirectly through the artist.
(A•U•D)

31..

'l'he a:rtist is a person w1 th speo:Lal talen:l:ll! whioh set him
off tro:m the ordinary l'UU of men and eventlll• (A•U•D)

32.

If onE~ does some work in the arts, one has to deal with
exactly the same problems with which the great artist to.o
has to deal. (A~U-D)
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:53.,

In order to understand a work of art, I find it very
important to ~ow about the psychological forces con•
d:l.tioning the artist. (A~U~D)

34.

The art of primitive people and the Far Eastern art, even
if it is interesting is comparatively laoking in important
wEumin~s which way be found in European American art.

(A•U-D}

I

35.

Real wot•ks of avt ought to dep:l.ot only noble human
ewotions. (A ..lJ•D)

36.

There is no way to decide once and for all what is a good
work of axot. Whatever I like is good art for me. (A~U-D)

3'7•

The work of a:vt (music, literatur&} ought to satisfy the
demands only of those groups of society which are furthest
ad"ltaneed in the:l.r aesthetic development even though these
srou.ps comprise only a small percen.tage of the population.
(A-U-D)

38.

Modem art is more meaningful to us than art of the past.
(A .. U-D)

51h

Contemporary al:'t 1:;1 living and vital to us; only antiquarians a:re interested in the art of the put. (A•U-D)

40.

Different persons l:l.ke different works of art. Personal
preference is therefore no basis fo:r> deciding what is
good and what is bad art.
(A-U ...D)

41.

When appreciating a work of art (mudo,. l:!. tel'ature), one
should not 11 1Qse oneself" and live tha lt!'e of the work
ot art. One should not be swayed by emotions but should
pl'E!serve and make use of one's or:l.tioal and rational
ab:!.Uties. (A·ti-D)

42•

An artist who realililes his obligation to society will
Etxpress himself in such a way that his oreat:l.on can be
understood by the great majoritY• (A-U..D)

43.

WPA art Pl'oJeots tend to provide e.rt:Lsts of small tal.ents
with a l:l.velihood~ 'l'hey should 'be abolished so. that the
minor talents would be weeded out by the oompeti ti ve process
and would be prevented from flooding the art market. (A•U-D)
One of the m.0st important purposes of art :l.s to make you
more awal'e of social problems you were not conscious of
before. (A~U·D)

l60
45.

krt expel'iences ought to be 1solatd and <Usconnected
.t'rom everyday l:lffl expe.clences in o:r>del' that we can tum
to. them for inspiration in the rare moments of our lite.
(A•U•D)

46..

Great a:rt oannot exist without a .great spil•itual conoept.

47.

It is pleuant to imagine oneself as undergoing tlle .
&xperienoe of a person who b povtre.yed in a wol'll:. (A..u..D)

4!:3.

In n•uatters of taste we shoUld accept the au.thorities of
art critics since they know more .about it than we do.

(A~U-D)

(A·U..D)

.

49;,

By seeing gl'eat works of art or by U.stt~ning to exoellent
musical or dramatic performancesr. I feel stimulated in
my own artistic efforts. (A-U·DJ

50.

When artiets have tG struggle for a living or have many
troubles • they beeome better arthts, for tha richer one Is
liflll and experience, the 'better onela wo-l'ks of art. (A·U~D)

